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Time-dependent thermal histories for the icy satellites
are presented. A number of starting hypotheses are used and
compared, including homogeneous and inhomogeneous accretion,
and variations in the amount and density of rocky material
present. Phase changes in high pressure forms of water ice,
and the solution chemistry of water and ammonia are considered.
Application of the various models to data observed of actual
icy satellites is presented.
The computer programs used to model these objects are
explained in Appendix A. Appendix B presents further
speculation on the nature of icy satellites, and suggests areas
of further research.
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I. Introduction
There are 33 known planetary satellites in the solar
system: Earth's Moon, Phobos and Deimos, the 13 satellites of
Jupiter, Saturn's 10, Uranus' 5, and Neptune's 2. Of most of
these we have very little direct knowledge, except that they
exist. We have reliable radius or mass mesurements for only
half of these bodies, and accurate density data for only 6.
(see Table 1).
Earth's Moon has been visited. Phobos and Deimos have
been photographed close-up, as have Ganymede and Callisto,
although these pictures are of lesser quality and have yet to
be published. Surface reflectance data exist for these b.odies,
and also for the other Galilean satellites and certian of
Saturn's moons.
But from this scant data we can begin a rough
classification of planetary satellites. They can be broadly
divided into two groups, "rocky" and "icy". The presence of
rocky satellites we know first hand, examples being the Moon,
Phobos, and Deimos. In addition, we can infer from the
observed density of Io (3.5 g/cm 3 ) that it too is rocky.
On the other hand, a large number of satellites we observe
appear to have low densities (1-2 g/cm3), high albedoes, or
observed water frost spectra. We can infer that these are
made largely of ices, chemical compounds not usually considered
to be rock-forming minerals because of their high volatility --
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they are not stable as solids at standard temperatures and
pressures -- yet which most likely will be solid at the black
body temperatures in the solar system beyond the asteroid belt
(Lebofsky, 1975).
But the presence of ices as a large weight fraction of
these satellites does not preclude the coexistence of other,
more conventional rock-forming materials. In fact, the density
of Ganymede (2.0 g/cm 3 ) is far higher than any common icy
material, and must have a considerable amount of silicate
present (or possibly, be made entirely of low-density silicates).
At this point we leave the realm of observable data, and
enter that of inductive modelling. From this scant information
we can hardly find a unique solution to the question of the
chemical nature of the icy satellites. What we can do, however,
is look at various end-members of possible ways in which these
satellites may have been put together. Then, starting with
each of these possibliites, we can apply the known chemical
behavior of the constituents of each possiblity, making
assumptions where we have to, and deduce how such a possiblity
would have evolved over the age of the solar system. The
theoretically deduced present-day properties of these bodies
can then be used to assist in the design of spacecraft
experiments, and in the eventual interpretaion of future
observational data.
Our primary interest lies in the ice phases of these
.~-.- -~-----~---- . U--.L---Y. I~---~ L CI__(-i~- ~ - sawL
6bodies, since they are the most susceptible to changes in
temperature and pressure. As a result, we have presumed that
the rocky portions of these objects can be described as
ferro-magnesium silicates. In fact, the rock parts will
likely consist of a mixture of a number of rock-forming
materials, possibly with metallic and non-silicate components.
But their main component will almost certainly be ferro-
magnesium silicates since these have a higher cosmic abundance;
and we shall refer to, and model, the rocky material as such.
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Satellite
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Table 1
(after Morrison and Cruikshank, 1974)
Radius (km) Rmax Rmin Mass (1023 g)max min
1738 735
Density (g/cm3 )
3.34
10.0±0.5
5.7+0.5
Io
Europa
Ganymede
Callisto
Amalthea
J6
J7
J8
J9
J10
J11l
J12
J13 (?)
1820± 10
1550±150
2635± 25
2500± 150
(80)
(30)
( 8)
(10)
( 9)
(11)
( 8)
210
150
50
15
18
16
20
14
800±601
480+10
1540± 2
910±80
3.17±0.3
3.08+1
2.01±0.06
1.39±0.35
35
22
10
3
3
3
3
3
Phobos
Deimo s
Satellite
Mimas
Enceladus
Tethys
Dione
Rhea
Titan
Hyperion
Iapetus
Phoebe
Janus
Radius (km)
(200)
(250)
(500)
575±100
800±125
2500±300;29002
900±100
(110)
Table 1
(continued)
R R
max min
1000 200
1000 240
1000 480
Mass (1023 g)
0.37±.01
0.85+.03
6.26+±.11
11.6 ±.3
1401+2
460
160
600
Density (g/cm3 )
(1.1)
(1.3)
(1.2)
1.45±0.8
2.14±0.82
30
100
Ariel
Umbriel
Titania
Oberon
Miranda
Triton
Nereid
3400±2000
1700
1100
2000
1900
650
3500
600
300
200
360
330
110
1000
100
_ 
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Table 1
(continued)
Masses from satellite commensurabilities, except Triton which is found from
its effect on Neptune
Radii: Phobos and Deimos are from Mariner 9 imagery
Io and Ganymede are from stellar occultation
Callisto, Europa, and Titan are from ground-based measurements
Iapetus, Rhea, Dione are from radiometric/photometric techniques
Rmin: Radius calculated from brightness assuming an albedo of 1.0
R : Radius calculated from brightness assuming an albedo of 0.03 (lowest
max known in solar system) or a diameter of 1/3 " (big enough to be seen
as a disk)
Figures in parentheses are guesses, using albedo of 0.1 for irregular,
0.8 for regular
Notes: 1pioneer 10 data gives preliminary mass for Io of 900, density of 3.5
2Lunar occultation measurements of Titan give radius of 2900, density
of 1.4
_______ _~_____1 ~___/ __I___~ __ ____
Chapter 1. Chemical Composition Models
The chemical composition and structure of satellites
depends on the sequence of condensation and accretion of the
solar nebula. In particular, one must consider whether the
condensation sequence occurred under conditions of equilibrium
or disequilibrium, and whether the accretion of the material
occurred differentially, with each object accreting from
one component of the condensation sequence, or integrally,
with all components of the sequence contributing cumulatively
to objects.
The two chemical alternatives for each of the two accretion
modes leads to four possible classes of models for satellites.
The condensation sequnce for a solar nebula with solar
composition has been found for both equilibrium and
disequilibrium cases by Lewis (1972). From this, the four
models can be detailed as follows.
1.1 Model 1: Equilibrium condensation, integral accretion
At temperatures of 350 0K, material similar to that of
carbonaceous chondrites type Cl will have condensed from the
solar nebula. This material is primarily iron and magnesium
silicates, with carbon compounds, and hydrous silicates. The
uncompressed density of such material would be 12.4 g/cm 3 . If
the condensation temperature dropped below 1600 K, the
satellite would be formed, according to this model, of a
uniform mixture roughly half water ice and have material (by
-------^- -- .-. l-~^~------1XI^-(L~_- -l- - .l~ _CI---I.IIIIII-LII-~---.--~ ~LC.* 1
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weight), with an overall density of 1.6-1.8 g/cm 3 . Below
%1000 K, we would expect the ice phase to contain a hydrate of
NH3*H20. Below %600K, methane clathrate with composition
CH4*xH20 (x being roughly 6.7) formed by complete reaction of
H20 ice with CH4 gas will dominate, lowering the density to
roughly 1.5 g/cm 3 . At temperatures below %200 K, methane ice and
possibly ices of argon and the other rare gases would be
included, lowering the total density of the body to 1 g/cm 3
Note that in any body formed by this model at temperatures
below 1600 K, where ice will be an important constituent,
there will be gravitational potential energy stored by the
dense silicates which are distributed uniformly through the
less-dense ices.
1.2 Model 2: Equilibrium condensation; differential
accretion Here the condensation is the same as in the previous
model, but the accretion occurs differentially, with each
member of the condensation sequence forming its own type of
body. Under this model, a satellite which condensed at
temperatures above 160 0 K would have carbonaceous chondrite type
Cl composition; one condensing between 160 0K and 100 0 K would
be made of water ice; one between 100 0 K and 600K would be made
of the ammonia hydrate NH 3H 20; below that, down to 300 K,
methane clathrate hydrate bodies would be formed; and at any
lower temperatures, bodies of methane or rare gas ices would
be formed.
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The carbonaceous chondrite satellite would have a zero-
pressure density (p ) of %2.4 g/cm 3 , while satellites made of
any of the ices except methane would have densities of about
3
P0 = 1 g/cm. The pure methane ice body would have a density
of p0 = 0.6 g/cm 3
1.3 Model 3: Disequilibrium condensation; integral
accretion Here we assume that as each material condenses and
accretes, it will cover previously condensed material,
preventing it from reacting with uncondensed gases in the
solar nebula. Thus, the planet is built up, layer by layer,
without allowing chemical equilibrium to be achieved between
the layers or between the layers and the nebular gas.
The core of such a body would consist of "dry rock",
primarily metallic iron and magnesium silicates. It would
have a mean density greater than 3.7 g/cm 3. At ~l600 K, a layer
of water ice with up to twice the mass of the rocky core
would be deposited over it, lower the density of the total
body to 1l.6 g/cm 3 . Since this layer would contain all the
water in the system, ammonia could not form a hydrate but would
be free to react with H2S gas, and at 1400 K, NH4SH ice would be
deposited over the water ice. Assuming solar proportions of
the elements in the nebula, 80% of the ammonia would remain
after the H2S has been exhaused, and at temperatures below 100 0 K
this would condense to form a layer of NH3 ice over the NH 4SH
ice. At temperatures below 200 K, CH4 and argon ices would
r-rrarrrr~ -IU--l -^. l --~ -----II - 1~.-111~-_-~111111_
form a top layer on the body, lowering its density to 1l g/cm 3
Thus, we would have a satellite already differentiated
as it was formed. Since the densest material is already in
the core, and the remaining ices are deposited roughly in
order of decreasing density, there would be no significant
gravitational potential energy stored in this system.
However, since each layer was condensed out of chemical
equilibrium with the previously condensed layers, there will
be stored chemical potential energy.
1.4 Model 4: Disequilibrium condensation; differential
accretion In this model, each material accretes differentially
into its own body, as in Model 2, but the accretion is rapid
enough that the material is never allowed to equilibrate with
the remaining gases in the solar nebula, so that the
disequilibrium condensation sequence is followed, as in
Model 3.
Thus, there would be formed dry rock bodies, with zero
pressure densities greater than 3.7 g/cm3; water ice bodies of
po = 1 g/cm 3 if condensation temperatures fell below 1600 K;
NH4SH bodies of density po =1 g/cm 3 below 100 0 K; and CH4 and
rare gas ice bodies of density po = 0.6 g/cm 3 below 200 K.
1.5 In summary, therefore we see that the chemical
composition of an icy satellite will be a function both of
its accretion sequence and the temperature of the accreting
material. Each of the four accretion models here will provide
_ 1-- - ~1I~. ~-~-au ~--ul ^I~-1-----------I - u-rrrr~--- ~-  LII~WII
a series of satellite chemical composition for a sequence of
formation temperatures.
1.6 We might also speculate on what sort of conditions
might be necessary for the accretion of members of each of
these models. The Model 1 case could occur if accretion of
the nebula material were slow compared to condensation time,
so that all components have the time and opportunity to
equilibrate with each other and the nebula gas, and if the
major force for accretion were some non-selective force such
as mutual gravitation, as suggested by Goldreich and Ward (1973),
Weidenschilling (1974), and others.
The Model 2 case also requires slow accretion, but assumes
that chemical affinities of like material will influence
accretion, i.e. ices will "stick" to each other and accrete
together preferentially over rocky materials, paramagnetic
crystals will be preferentially swept together by a solar
magnetic field, etc.
Model 3 can be accomplished by rapid accretion; as each
component is condensed, it is accreted by some "general" force
as in Model 1 into the final planet. Each fresh condensate
accretes so as to cover the material accreted previously,
isolating it from further reactions with the solar nebula.
Model 4 also assumes rapid accretion, and some "specific"
accretion force. As each body accretes, only the material on
its surface (a very small fraction of its total mass) is
--_ ~____~_lil__^~ __1_^__111_1^_11__ ^1^__1._.1.----~ -^--- 111^ 1~. 
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available for reactions with the solar gas, and so its
chemistry would follow the disequilibrium condensation
sequence.
2. Application of Chemical Models to Observed Satellites
As should be obvious, the formation of purely rocky
satellites is possible under any of the four models of Chapter
1. The types of rocky material will vary from model to model,
but differences in the models become most apparent in
possible icy satellites.
Except for the rocky bodies, thermal histories of objects
made by Models 2 and 4 will be uninteresting. Homogeneous
single component bodies lacking internal heat sources have
no endogenous means to alter their structure with time.
Hence, our efforts will be concentrated on Models 1
("homogeneous") and 3 ("heterogeneous").
2.1 Further physical considerations Water ice forms a
number of phases with distinct crystal structures which are
stable at various temperatures and pressures (see Figure 1).
At pressures higher than 1 kilobar, the thermal histories of
bodies made with water ice will be affected by the latent
heats of phase changes within the ice.
The effects of such pressures on ammonia hydrate,
ammonium hydrosulfide, ammonia ice, methane clathrate hydrate,
or methane ice are not known, and hence cannot be modelled
realistically for bodies whose central pressures exceed two
kilobars.
Furthermore, the cosmic abundances of such components are
by no means of such proportions to make exactly bodies of pure
17
Figure 1 caption: Phase diagram of water ice. Dotted lines
show thermal profiles over 250 my intervals for the Callisto
Model I (see Chapter 2).
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ammonia hydrate (with no excess water ice), or other pure
compounds. Mixtures of these compounds will occur, and the
phase regions will also be a function of composition of this
mixture. When melting of such a mixture occurs, it will
first melt a eutectic liquid, thus changing the overall
composition of the unmelted ice and the composition of the
liquid will change with further melting.
Models can be made for low pressure conditions when this
chemistry is known; but pressures above two kilobars may
significantly shift the eutectic point, change the latent
heats, and introduce high-pressure phases of ice into the
mixture, almost certainly changing its chemistry. In the
absence of detailed data concerning the effects of high
pressure on ice mixtures, models of icy satellites where
such high pressures occur will be at best highly speculative.
However, the solar system has, in its distribution of
icy satellites, for once been kind to the modeller. The
majority of satellites have radii below 700 km, and thus
have central pressures which will not far exceed one kilobar.
And the icy satellites of considerable size which we have
the most information about, namely the outer Galilean
satellites, are in a region of the solar system where one
would expect only water ice to be stable (Lebofsky, 1975).
Thus, the only satellites we might have trouble modelling
are Titan, Triton, and perhaps those of the Uranian system,
20
about which we know so little as to make any modelling
sheerly speculative in any case.
With this in mind, we have modelled the following types
of satellites:
I. Large Icy Satellites
A. "Europa": a homogeneous mix of 10% by weight water
ice, 90% by weight silicates of density 3.7 g/cm 3
B. "Ganymede", two models: i) a homogeneous mix of
20% by weight water ice, 80% by weight silicates of density 2.5;
ii) a homogeneous mix of 40% water ice, 60% silicates of
density 3.7.
C. "Callisto", three models: i) a homogeneous mix
of 60% water ice, 40% silicates of density 2.5; ii) same
proportions with the silicate density 3.7; iii) a heterogeneous
accretion model where pure wate ice overlays a core of silicates
(again of density 3.7).
II. Small Icy Satellites
A. Three size classes of a homogeneous mix of 40%
by weight rocky material of density 2.5 g/cm3 , 60% by weight
water ice:
i) "Tethys" class, radius 500 km,
ii) "Dione" class, radius 700 km,
iii) "Iapetus" class, radius 1000 km.
B. Three size classes of a homogeneous mix of 35%
rocky material of density 2.5 g/cm 3 , 55% water ice, and 10%
ammonia: again, "Tethys", "Dione", and "Iapetus".
III. Other possibilities
A. "Titan" clas object, 3000 km in radius, three
models: i) homogeneous mix of 70% water ice, 30%
silicates of density 2.5.
ii) Similar to i, with silicate density of 3.7
iii) Heterogeneous model, 60% by weight water ice,
overlaying a core of silicates with density 3.7.
B. "Titania" class object, 1500 km in radius, two
models: i) Homogeneous mix of 60% water ice, 40%
silicates of density 2.5.
ii) Same as i, with silicate density of 3.7
All models were run with surface temperatures of 100 0K.
In addition, the "Dione", "Iapetus", and "Titania" models were
re-run at an initial surface temperature of 700 K.
The results of the models are shown in Table 2, and
described in further detail in the next three chapters.
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Name
Tethys
Dione 1
Dione 2
Dione 3
Dione 4
Iapetus 1
Iapetus 2
Iapetus 3
Iapetus 4
Titania 1
Titania 2
Titania 3
Europa
Ganymede 1
Ganymede 2
Callisto 1
Callisto 2
Callisto 3
Titan 1
Titan 2
Titan 3
Titan 4
Titan 5
Radius (km)
(start)
500
700
700
700
700
1000
1000
1000
1000
1500
1500
1500
1550
2600
2600
2400
2333
2400
2840
2762
2600
3000
3000
mass
(1024g)
0.64
1.76
1.89
1.71
1.76
5.39
5.78
4.99
5.39
20.6
22.3
20.6
48.9
157.8
148.2
91.0
92.7
95.0
142.1
143.4
132.
135.
140.
Table 2
T (oK)
(surface)
100
100
100
100
70
100
100
100
70
100
100
70
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
Accretion
Model 1
Model 1
Model 1
Model 1
Model 1
Model 1
Model 1
Model 1
Model 1
Model 1
Model 1
Model 1
Model 1
Model 1
Model 1
Model 1
Model 1
Model 3
Model 1
Model 1
Model 3
Model 1
Model 2
silicates
Ammonia? % (wt.) (g/cm3 )
no 40 2.5
no 40 2.5
no 40 3.7
yes 35 2.5
no 40 2.5
no 40 2.5
no 40 3.7
yes 35 2.5
no 40 2.5
no 40 2.5
no 40 3.7
yes 35 2.5
no 90 3.7
no 80 2.5
no 60 3.7
no 40 2.5
no 40 3.7
no 40 3.7
no 30 2.5
no 30 3.7
no 40 3.7
yes 35 2.5
no 0 -
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Name
Tethys
Dione 1
Dione 2
Dione 3
Dione 4
Iapetus 1
Iapetus 2
Iapetus 3
Iapetus 4
Titania 1
Titania 2
Titania 3
Europa
Ganymede 1
Ganymede 2
Callisto 1
Callisto 2
Callisto 3
Titan 1
Titan 2
Titan 3
Titan 4
Titan 5
radius (km)
(final)
500
700
700
700
698
1013
1012
1000
1008
1569
1556
1532
1592
2698
2753
2512
2469
2501
2975
2935
2722
3001
2989
Table 2
Surface (continued)
Temp. Grad. thickness of
(oK/km) undiff. crust(km)
0.069
0.111
0.115
0.093
0.073
0.202
0.200
0.18
0.137
0.293
0.315
0.240
2.07
1.44
0.63
0.433
0.441
0.221
0.276
0.289
0.359
0.345
0.0
500
400
380
300
540
300
300
150
400
250
200
300
"10
175
165
350
350
120
thickness of
present crust(km)
500
500
530
530
600
450
450
300
630
32.0
300
400
11
100
250
250
278
400
380
250
120
core radius
(km)
0
200
170
170
100
425
375
360
350
800
700
725
1425
2200
1800
1400
1240
1350
1390
1235
1560
1200
~__ ~CI~rr 1~_ ~~ ____ __
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Chapter 2. Large Icy Satellites
A. Europa
1. Data. Europa has a mass of 48 x 10 24g, as determined
by the characteristics of its orbit, and a radius of 1550 km, as
determined by ground-based observations, giving a total density
of 3.1 g/cm 3
The albedo of Europa is 0.6, suggestive of an icy
surface. Pilcher et al. (1972) have reported observing
characteristic absorption bands of ice in the reflectance
spectrum, and it is clear that ice makes up at least a small
part of the satellite's chemistry.
2. Model. Since Europa's density is greater than 2.5,
we assumed only the 3.7 density material for the silicates.
Assuming a density of 1.2 g/cm 3 for the ices, we then
used the formula
PsilPice
Xsil = ( sil)/(Pice Psil )total
to determine the weight percent of ices and silicates. For
Europa, this results in a mix of 10% by weight water ice, 90%
silicates.
We assume a starting temperature of 100 0 K, and heat
generation due to decay of a chondritic abundance of radioactive
nuclides (see Appendix A for details of modelling). The
resulting structure is illustrated in Figure 2.
We begin with a core of silicates and ice VIII,
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extending to a radius of 1200 km, covered with mantles of
silicates and ice VI, and silicates and ice II, with silicates
and ice I as a crust on the surface.
After 250 my, substantial melting has already taken place,
resulting in differentiation of the water and silicates.
Melting has already proceeded completely to the surface, and
a crust of pure ice I now exists. Due to the high pressures
in the center, however, the melting point of ice VII has not
yet been reached there and thus this region remains
undifferentiated.
At 2000 my, the entire planet has been melted and
differentiated. The high heat flux from the core, carried by
the convecting water, has again "completely" melted the crust -
any layer of ice on the surface will be too thin to be
predicted by our model grid. Temperatures in the center of
the core reach nearly 20000 K.
Afet 4500 my, a structure similar to what we expect for
the present may exist. A thin crust of ice covers a convecting
region of water, which is cooling off the upper layers of the
silicate core. Heat production in the core has dropped as well,
as the radioactive nuclides decay. However, the center is
still effectively isolated from the surface, and continues to
heat up, reaching temperatures of 28000 K.
The central temperature is not to be strictly believed,
since here we have ignored the chemistry of the rocky material,
_II___1IIIYCIJ___1_II_ - __ ...I _ ^_
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which will be significant long before these high temperatures
are achieved. This chemistry is described briefly in
discussions of the heterogeneous model of Callisto, and in
Appendix B.
B. Ganymede
1. Data. Ganymede has a radius of 2635 km, known to
24
within 10 km by stellar occultation, and a mass of 154 x 10 g,
known as in Europa's case by orbital characteristics. This
gives a mean observed density of 2.0.
The surface of Ganymede is also known to be icy, like
Europa's. The surface albedo is again high', 0.4, and ice has
been observed in its spectrum.
2. Model. Since Ganymede's density is less than 2.5, we
can look at the possibility of low-density silicates in its
makeup, as well as high-density (3.7 g/cm 3 ) material. Using
the same technique as Europa, we find that the composition
for Ganymede can range from 20% water, 80% silicates of
density 2.5, to 40% water, 60% silicates of density 3.7.
2.1 Low-density silicate model. Starting with the 2.5
g/cm 3 silicate, we again set up our planet at an initial
temperature of 1000 K, as we did for Europa. We have at the
center an ice VIII and silicate core extending to 2100 km,
overlaying ice VI and silicate, and ice II and silicate mantles,
and a thin ice I and silicate crust. (Figure 3.)
After 250 my, substantial melting has occurred near the
27
surface, resulting in differentiation from a radius of 2250 km
to the surface. Under the water and silicates comes a layer
of ice VI and silicates, and a core of ice VII and silicates.
By 2000 my, the planet is completely differentiated
and remains so to the present. We would expect only the
thinnest of icy crusts on the surface, with a thickness less
than 100 km.
The central temperatures are in excess of 1000 0 K in the
silicate core as early as 1000 million years after formation,
and so we can expect any hydrous silicates will have dehydrated
by this time. Such a process would require heat, resulting in
a slightly cooler core than that illustrated. After
dehydration, the planet with more dense silicates would
probably more resemble the second model of Ganymede, using
silicates of density 3.7.
2.2 High-density silicate model. This second model starts
out with twice as much ice, and so needs more time to evolve.
However, by 500 million years, it has reached the point
illustrated in Figure 4, with a 100 km crust of undifferentiated,
"dirty" ice, a 300 km region of slush (where the ice is melting),
a thin mantle of water underlain by a region of silicates, then
high pressure ices VI and VII with silicates.
However, by 2000 million years this too has completely
differentiated, with a thicker crust than the 2.5 g/cm 3
silicate model. Since this ice has been totally melted and
differentiated, it thus would look "clean". This structure
would continue to the present.
C. Callisto
1. Data. The size and density of Callisto is not quite
as well known as the other Galilean satellites. Its radius is
2500±150 km, and its mass roughly (91±10) x 1024g, giving
a density ranging anywhere from 1 to 2 g/cm3 . However, using
the figures of 2500 km and 91 x 1024g, we find a density of
1.4 g/cm 3
Rather than trying to fit our models to these uncertain
numbers, we have instead found the silicate to ice ratio from
cosmic abundances, assuming the abundances of iron, magnesium,
and silicon are applied to the silicates, and any oxygen left
after the formation of the silicates to go to the formation
of water, following the scheme of Lewis (1971). This gives a
mix of 60% by weight water ice, 40% silicates.
Despite having the lowest density of the Galilean
satellites, the surface of Callisto appears to be much darker
than the others, having an albedo of 0.2, similar to that of
the Moon.
2. Models. Since Callisto as we are modelling it
represents the type of satellite predicted by cosmic abundances
of water ice and rock, it has received the most thorough
modelling. We present here three extremes in modelling: a
homogeneously accreted body with silicates of density 2.5; one
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with silicates of density 3.7; and a heterogeneous accretion
model, with silicates of density 3.7 forming the core, and
various phases of pure water ice overlaying it.
2.1 Homogeneous accretion, silicate density 2.5. The
first model starts, as before, at a uniform temperature of
100 0 K. At the center is an ice VIII and silicate region,
extending to 1300 km; next is an ice VI and silicate region,
extending to 1700 km; then an ice II and silicate region, to
2300 km; and finally an ice I and silicate crust, giving the
planet an initial radius of 2400 km.
Figure 1 in the previous chapter gives a detailed picture
of how the ice warms up and changes phase. By 600 million years
after formation, the first melting occurs, at the ice V-ice VI-
water triple point. The melting region grows, mostly towards
the center, until at 1250 my the planet develops the structure
seen in Figure 5.
By 3000 million years, the undifferentiated crust has
shrunk to 150 km in thickness, with another 100 km of partly
melted and differentiated ice below it. But the crust gets no
thinner, as the heat sources in the silicates decay, and the
partly melted region refreezes.
Finally, it should be noted that the temperatures in the
core reach 1000 0 K by 2000 million years; at this point, one
would expect dehydration of the silicates to occur, resulting
in some moderation of temperatures within the core.
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2.2 Homogeneous accretion, silicate density 3.7. With
the density of the silicates set upwards to 3.7, the overall
picture is similar. With the more dense material, the crustal
radius is less by 100 km, making cooling of the interior
slightly more efficient, so that the planet is not quite as
differentiated after 1250 my (Figure 6); however, the more
dense silicates virtually doubles the heat generated by
gravitational infall, and the smaller volume fraction occupied
by the silicates lowers the conductivity of the crust, so that
by 3000 my the crust is a bit thinner than in the lower
density silicate case. However, it begins to refreeze by the
present time, and a thick (250 km) crust results, the upper
part of which remains undifferentiated.
2.3 Inhomogeneous accretion of a "dry" silicate core
(density 3.7) covered by water ice. In this model we start
with a core of silicates 1350 km in radius, covered by a 100 km
thick region of pure ice VIII, a 200 km thick region of ice VI,
a 700 km region of ice II, and a 60 km crust of ice I. The
heat flux from the core slowly melts the overlying ice layers:
first melting does not occur until 700 my, and by 1500 my the
water region is only 250 km thick, with another 100 km above it
melting. By 3000 my, the water region has nearly tripled in
size, and continues to grow to the present. The present
structure is roughly in steady-state, with a 100 km crust of
ice I, 200 km region of ice II, and an 850 km liquid mantle
overlaying the silicate core.
Central temperatures and pressures reach very high values:
the model predicts a temperature of nearly 3000 0 K, at a pressure
of 45 kbars. Naturally, at these conditions silicates will
undergo considerable phase changes, and we should expect a
substantially differentiation and evolution of silicate phases.
The silicate phase changes might, on the one hand, absorb
considerable amounts of heat which would otherwise contribute
to the heat flux being convected to melt the crust; on the
other hand, the differentiation of the silicates may serve
to enrich the upper layers of the silicate core in uranium
and thorium, thus in effect increasing the local heat flux.
Such reactions in the core would start occurring early in the
object's history, about the same time as melting of the
ice becomes important, and would probably have a more profound
effect on the ultimate picture of such a body's interior than
the simple melting of ice modelled here.
D. Discussion
The only observable features of the Galilean satellites
are their densities and their surface albedoes and spectra.
The densities show a striking relation to distance from
Jupiter, with the most rock-like satellite, Io (perhaps one
should say, most ice-depleted) being the closest, and the
satellite most typical of cosmic abundances of ice and silicate
(the least ice-depleted) being Callisto. This description
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is matched in our models of the outer three satellites. A
reason for this simple decrease in density has been proposed
by Pollack et al. (1974) who describe the Galilean system
as a small scale solar system, with satellite-forming
materials being determined by the local pressure and temperature
in a proto-Jupiter nebula.
The surface albedoes are more difficult to explain, since
the darkest satellites are (by the density arguments) the
iciest, while the brightest (Io) should have no ice at all.
However, an explanation for this has been proposed by Fanale et al.
(1974) who would coat the surface of Io with salts exsolved
from the interior, coat Europa with a thin crust of ice, have
the crust of Ganymede be differentiated ice and that of
Callisto undifferentiated ice plus rock. Our thermal models
support this hitherto intuitive guess. We have demonstrated
that the crusts of Europa and Ganymede must have been
thoroughly melted and differentiated due to the actions of
internal heat sources. Also, we show that the evolution of
Callisto due to internal heat sources is not inconsistent with
Fanale's suggestion.
However, the difference in the strength of our demonstra-
tions concerning Europa and Ganymede on the one hand, and
Callisto on the other, must be emphasized. If Europa and
Ganymede were formed of homogeneous mixtures of silicates and
ices with chondritic abundances of radioactive nuclides, they
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will melt completely. But one cannot say with equal assurance
that the crust of Callisto will not melt, only that internal
heat sources alone might not be sufficient to melt it. Any
variety of events could have occured which could have
thoroughly melted the crust: a superabundance of radioactive
nuclides, rapid accretion, a period of increased solar heating,
or tidal effects, just to name four.
There is the question of the stability of such a crust;
ice plus silicates would presumably be denser than pure water.
However, depending on the amount and density of the silicate
phase, such a difference may not be too extreme: for example,
ice I with 40% silicates of density 2.5 will have a mean
density of 1.23 g/cm 3 , while liquid water at high pressures
but temperatures near the freezing point will have comparable
density.
There is also the possibility that impacts may cause the
crust to break, and this, coupled with the above mentioned
density instability, would lead to a catastrophic destruction
of the crust. If solar Poynting-Robertson effects are important
in evolving the orbits of colliding bodies, then in the region
of space where icy satellites exist, the most common form of
colliding material will also be icy and thus would have to
have large size or velocity to break a 100 km thick crust.
But the velocity of such an object in the orbit of Jupiter is
about 8 km/sec, and will have inpact velocities ranging from 3
to 18 km/sec, low compared to meteorites in Earth's orbit;
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and the flux of such objects, while not well known, is likely
to be very low after the first billion years while the thin
crust necessary for breaking will not have been formed until
after that time.
On the other hand, if the important source for colliding
material is cometary in origin, then its composition cannot be
presumed to be only ice, and its velocity is likely to be very
high, especially due to the acceleration caused by Jupiter's
mass. Thus, impacts, though not necessarily common, will be
of high energy and may be able to break through a 200 km thick
crust.
Our models predict considerable thermal expansion, and
this may produce significant cracks in the crust, leading to
upwelling of the less-dense liquid material underneath and
eventually to catastrophic overturn of the crustal layers.
But the thermal expansion appears to be on a slow enough time
scale that plastic flow of the ice should heal such cracks as
they develop.
An undifferentiated crust is not necessary to explain the
low albedo of Callisto. If the surface were evenly dusted by a
uniform layer of an especially dark material, such as
carbonaceous chondrite material, the water absorption features
would be obscured and the darkness of the surface could be
explained (Johnson et al., 1973). Since the observed albedo
of Callisto, though lower than expected for ice, is still
fairly high, we might expect such an effect would be important
even if the dusting represented only 1% of the surface area.
The Poynting-Robertson effect due to the brightness of
Jupiter would allow small dark particles to drift inwards
towards the planet. Such particles would first encounter
Callisto, the outermost of the Galilean satellites, and
provide darkening material. However, even in this case a
thick, stable crust -- though not necessarily a "dirty",
undifferentiated one -- would be desirable to allow this
dust to accumulate over a long period of time.
In any event, the endurance of a primordial crust on
Callisto cannot be said to have been demonstrated by these
models, but only that its lack has not been demonstrated. Its
existence is not compelled, but its possibility has been
strengthened.
To accept the hypothesis that Callisto's low albedo is
caused by its primordeal crust would cap a triumph in planetary
modelling. For as we noted in the beginning of this section,
the Galilean satellites show us only two features, their
increasing densities and their decreasing albedoes. The former
is now well explained by Jupiter collapse-phase luminosity
calculations, the latter by thermal modelling. We can take
pride in our abilities to model -- as long as we don't get any
more data.
Figure 2 caption: Pie sections and temperature-radius curves
for four periods in the modelled history of Europa. Temperature,
in degrees K, pressure, in kilobars, and weight fraction of
silicats is listed down the left hand side of the pie sections;
radius, in kilometers, on the right hand side. The sections
labelled "ice II", ice "VI", etc., represent those regions
where the indicated ice phase is stable; but note the weight
percent of silicates which also exists in those regions.
Note that, with the surface temperature fixed at 100 0 K,
the surface will always be ice I. However, when the model
predicts that the top iteration layer becomes completely
melted, then this thin crust is ignored. (See Appendix A
for details of modelling.)
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Figure 3 caption: Pie sections and temperature vs. radius
curves for Ganymede, assuming 80% by weight silicates of
density 2.5 g/cm 3 , 20% by weight water ice. See caption for
Figure 2.
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Figure 4 caption: Pie sections and temperature vs. radius
curves for Ganymede, assuming 60% by weight silicates of
density 3.7 g/cm3 , 40% by weight water ice. See caption for
Figure 2.
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Figure 5 caption: Pie sections and temperature vs. radius
curves for Callisto, assuming 40% by weight silicates of
density 2.5 g/cm 3 , 60% by weight water ice. See caption for
Figure 2.
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Figure 6 caption: Pie sections and temperature vs. radius
curves for Callisto, assuming 40% by weight silicates of
density 3.7 g/cm3; 60% by weight water ice. See caption for
Figure 2.
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Figure 7 caption: Pie sections and temperature vs. radius
curves for an inhomogeneously accreted Callisto. Here the
sections labelled "ice I", Ice II", etc. represent regions of
pure ice of the indicated phase. Again, the temperature is
indicated in degrees K, pressure in kilobars, radius in
kilometers, and time in million years from formation.
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Chapter 3. Small Icy Satellites
A. Water ice - silicate bodies.
We consider three size classes of satellites made of a
homogeneous mixture of 60% by weight water ice, 40% by weight
silicates: those of radius 500 km ("Tethys" class), those of
radius 700 km ("Dione" class), and those of radius 1000 km
("Iapetus" class). The actual radii of Tethys, Dione, and
Iapetus are hardly well known enough to make rigorous models
of those satellites themselves; rather, we have picked these
three size groups as being a typical range for small icy
satellites, and have given them the names of actual satellites
which may not be too different in size from the models. For
the sake of comparison with the larger Galilean satellites,
we continued to use a starting and surface temperature of
100 0K. Dione and Iapetus were then re-run at a more Saturn-like
temperature of 700 K. The results of this run are discussed in
section 2.
1.1 Tethys class. Satellites of radius 500 km, or smaller,
will not undergo significant changes in structure due to
internal heat sources. The central pressure of a "Tethys"
object is less than 0.5 kbars, so that ice I is the only ice
of interest; and central temperatures reach a peak of only 170
oK, at 500 my, cooling to temperatures of 120 0K at the center
by the present time. Hence no melting will occur. Any
evolution detected in the structure or composition of such
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satellites will thus be indicative of events other than
internal thermal evolution, and so the examination of such
small bodies should be of great interest in the study of the
history of the solar system.
1.2 Dione class. Melting of ice will occur in a 700 km
oject of our given composition, but such melting will be
confined to the inner 300 km of the satellite, leaving the
outer 400 km (which) comprises 90% of the planet's mass)
untouched. Melting will begin at approximately 600 my,
proceed to a maximum at about 2000 my, and at present time the
entire body will be resolidified, but with substantial
differentiation of ice and silicates in the inner 300 km
region. There is no significant difference in the evolution
of such a body with differing silicate densities, except that,
of course, with weight percent of silicates constant the
volume of a denser silicate core will be smaller than that
of a less dense core. In any event, core temperatures never
exceed 350 0K and core pressures are about 1 kilobar, so
evolution of the silicates is not expected to occur.
1.3 Iapetus class. Pressures in an Iapetus class body
will exceed 1 kilobar at a radius of roughly 600 km, so both
ice I and II will be present in the original body. As with the
Dione object, melting will start at about 600 my, The melting
region will have reached a radius of nearly 700 km by 750 my,
and by 2000 my this entire region will be liquid. By this time
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a 400 km core of silicates will have formed. But since the
heat sources in the core are decaying with time the liquid
region will eventually refreeze, leaving by the present time
less than 100 km of water between the core and the now partly
differentiated ice crust. It should be noted that the top
300 km will not be melted and hence internal heat sources will
leave them unchanged to the present.
2. Effects of lowered surface temperature. The same
models for the Dione and Iapetus class objects were run with
initial and surface temperature of 700K, to more accurately
simulate conditions at Saturn's distance from the sun. The
effect of lowering the starting temperature by 300 was, not
surprisingly, that temperatures throughout the models generally
ran about 300 lower than in the 1000 surface model. Thus
differentiation was even less pronounced in the Dione model;
melting extended only out to 150 km, and the region was
totally refrozen by 2250 my. The size of the core in this
case was only 100 km. In the case of the 1000 km object, the
lower starting temperature delayed melting by about 250 my.
The melting region grew to a radius of 600 km (as opposed to
700 km for the 1000 case) and ceased growing at about the
same time, 2250 my. The melted region has virtually completely
refrozen by the present time (4500 my), whereas the 1000 model
has nearly 100 km of liquid water left by this time.
B. Water ice - ammonia hydrate and silicate bodies.
The presence of ammonia as a hydrate in the ice will
facilitate melting, since a mixture of ammonia hydrate
and water ice will form eutectic melt at 173 0 K, at pressures of
1 bar. The evolution of a satellite with composition of
silicates and such solution of ices can be modelled (see
Appendix A.4) with the following results:
2.1 Tethys Class. Even with the lower melting point of
the eutectic, melting will not occur in these objects. It is
possible that the eutectic melting point might be reached, but
it probably could not be maintained long enough for the
eutectic mixture to melt before heat loss would lower central
temperatures below that point. Thus a Tethys class object would
still be essentially unchanged by internal heat sources, and
any evolution actually observed in such an object would be
indicative of external effects.
2.2 Dione Class. The presence of ammonia as 10% of the
mass of the object will result in early and substantial
differentiation of a Dione class object. Melting will have
reached its maximum radius by 500 my, extending to nearly 500
km, and the melting will continue until 2000 my, at which time
the silicate core will have grown to over 150 km and the "slush"
region will consist of about equal portions of ammonia-rich
liquid and water ice. Beyond this time, cooling will set in
and by the present the entire body will be frozen again.
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2.3 Iapetus class. As with Dione, the presence of ammonia
in Iapetus will facilitate melting and differentiation within
the object. The unmelted crust will have shrunk to 150 km by
500 km after formation, with a large region of "slush", roughly
40% ammonia-rich liquid and 60% unmelted ice, between the crust
and a 460 km core.
The melting continues in the slush region up to 2000 my
after formation; then the top regions begin to freeze. By
the present the frozen crust will be in two sections, an
undifferentiated ice and silicate mix 150 km thick, overlaying
a second, partly differentiated region 130 km thick. The
slushy region still persists for another 300 km down, until
the silicate core is reached.
C. Conclusions for Small Bodies
The point of interest for small bodies is whether melting
will occur, and if so to what extent. This can best be
illustrated by Figure 13, which shows the minimum thickness
of the crust for various sized objects with the same starting
conditions. Up to a radius of 500 km, there seem to be no
circumstances where internal heat sources can possibly start
melting or differentiation. Even up to 1000 km, it seems
unlikely that the surfaces of such satellites will be
affected by thermal evolution, although differentiation may be
may be determined if the moments of inertia for these bodies
are ever determined (which would be difficult, since presumably
- - I xrnrrxrr-~------l-i--------_I--^_-~--*-
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these bodies are in spin-orbit resonace with the respective
planets).
The fact that no internal evolution should effect these
satellites means that they should be ideal recorders of any
external events which may have occurred in their part of the
solar system.
Beyond the Titania class, however, the crusts become thin
enough that presuming the surfaces of such satellites to be
untouched may be misleading. Silicate-rich crusts will be
gravitationally unstable relative to the large liquid regions
which did exist in these objects two billion years ago, and
any number of events could be postulated which would result in
catastrophic overturn of this material, with the lighter,
silicate-free liquid rising to the surface and freezing.
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Figure 8 caption: Temperature vs. radius curves for a Tethys-
class object.
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Figure 9 caption: Pie sections and temperature vs. radius
curves for a Dione class object (radius 700 km) made of 40%
silicates of density 2.5 g/cm3; 60% water ice. See caption
to Figure 2.
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Figure 10 caption: Pie sections and temperature vs. radius
curves for an Iapetus class object (radius 1000 km) made of
40% silicates of density 2.5 g/cm3; 60% water ice. See caption
to Figure 2.
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Figure 11 Caption: Pie sections and temperature vs. radius
curves for a Dione class object (radius 700 km) made of
35% silicates of density 2.5 g/cm 3 , 55% water ice, 10% ammonia.
See caption to Figure 2.
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Figure 12 caption: Pie sections and temperature vs. radius
curves for an Iapetus class object (radius 1000 km) made of
35% silicates of density 2.5 g/cm 3 , 55% water ice, 10% ammonia.
See caption to Figure 2.
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Figure 13 caption: Extent of differentiation as a function of
radius for bodies made of 60¢ by weight water ice, 40% by
weight silicates, for surface temperatures of 70 and 100 0 K.
The crustal thickness represents the extremes of maximum
melting (which usually occur around 2000 my after formation),
not necessarily the present thickness of unmelted material.
The dotted lines represent minimum crustal thickness for
bodies of 55% water ice, 35% silicates, and 10% ammonia with
surface temperature of 1000 K.
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Chapter 4. Other Possible Size Classes
In addition to the Galilean satellites and the small
icy satellites of Saturn, there exist the large satellites
Titan and Triton, and it is possible some of the Uranian
satellites may be in the size region of 1000-2000 km radius.
To get an idea of how these objects may evolve with time, we
have made two more size class models: the "Titan" class, with
a mass of 140 x 10 24g and radius roughly 3000 km, and the
"Titania" class, with radius of 1500 km.
A. Titan class.
1.1 Model i: homogeneous mixture of 30% by weight
silicates of density 2.5, 60% by weight water ice. In this
model, Titan starts with a core of ice VIII and silicates
1700 km in radius, covered with a mantle of ice VI and
silicates 300 km thick, one of ice II and silicates 700 km
thick, and a 60 km thick crust of ice I and silicates. With
the reduced amount of silicates, melting occurs over 1000 my
after formation, much later than for Callisto, but by 1500 my
a substantial region (n800 km thick) has begun to melt, with
silicates beginning to gather in the lower part of the melting
region. By 3000 my, melting has almost reached its maximum
extent, with a 300 km thick crust of ice I and ice II, a
100 km region where melting is still taking place, 1200 km of
water and over 1000 km of silicates gathered towards the center.
But even at this time a small kernel of ice VII remains
unmelted, since the high central pressures (%30 kilobars) have
raised the melting point to above 4000 K.
By the present time, 4500 my, this kernel has melted and
been replaced by silicates. However, at the top of the liquid
region melting has ceased and ice is beginning to reform at
the bottom of the crust. The central temperatures in the core
reach 10000 K, so it is possible that dehydration of the
silicates may have begun.
1.2 Model ii: A similar mixture as model i, but with
silicate density of 3.7. The higher density silicates increase
the starting pressures somewhat, so the higher pressure forms
of ice make up more of the volume of the satellite. Melting
again does not begin until after 1000 my, and by 1500 my the
partly melted region is slightly smaller than for model i.
By 3000 my, the planet looks substantially like the lower
silicate density model, but a larger region of ice VII and
silicates persists at the center of the satellite, due to the
higher central pressures. In fact, model ii predicts that such
a kernel of undifferentiated ice VII and silicates might
persist even to the present. The effect of this kernel is to
act as a sink for heat, lowering temperatures considerably in
the silicate region and thus lowering the heat flux from this
region. This, in turn, results in a less differentiated crust
than was found by model i.
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1.3 Model iii. Inhomogeneously accreted body, with
silicates 40% of the total mass making up a core, and pure
water ice forming an overylying mantle. For Titan, the core
of "dry" silicates (density 3.7) would be roughly 1600 km in
diameter, and start out covered by an ice VIII region 300 km
thick, an ice VI region 250 km thick, an ice II region 350 km
thick, and an ice I crust less than 100 km thick. Melting
proceeds very slowly (as in the Callisto inhomogeneous case)
and after 1500 my the liquid region extends for only 300 km.
After 3000 my it has doubled its size, and continues to grow
to the present, extending for over 700 km under a 200 km crust
of ice I and II.
As was the case with the inhomogeneous model described for
Callisto, the changes in the silicate phase would likely equal
in importance those in the icy phase, and in fact would be
likely to determine the time scale in which the melting of
the icy layer occurs. Again as in Callisto, we would expect
that differentiation within the silicate phase would result
in enrichment of uranium and thorium in the upper regions of
the core, thus enchancing the melting of ice, but also will
result in overall lower temperatures within the core.
Therefore, a true picture of the evolution of an inhomogeneously
accreted satellite would require accurate information on the
nature of the silicates present.
B. "Titania"
"Titania" class objects have radius of 1500 km, and were
run, as usual, with two densities for the silicates, 2.5 and
3.7 g/cm 3 . In addition to the standard 100 0 K model, a low
surface temperature (700 K) model was also run as was done for
the small satellites, to more accurately model satellites
farther from the sun.
1.1 Model i: 100 0K, silicate density of 2.5. There are
only two phases of ice present in this model, as it starts:
an inner core 1250 km thick of ice II and an outer shell of
ice I. Melting starts after 600 my, and reaches its maximum
extent by 1000 my, reaching a radius of 1300 km. The melting
within this region continues until 2500 my; after this time,
the top of the liquid region begins to refreeze, and by 4500
my about 60 km has been added to the thickness of the crust
1.2 Model ii:. 100 0K, silicate density of 3.7. This case
is almost exactly identical with Model i in timescale and size
of the melting region.
1.3 Model iii: 700K surface temperature, silicate density
of 2.5. The lower temperatures cause this model to
differentiate much less than model i; the minimum thickness of
the ccust is about 150 km thicker than the Model i case.
However, tne time scale for melting, differentiating, and
refreezing are in general closely similar.
Figure 14 caption: Pie sections and temperature vs. radius
curves for a Titan class object, of composition 30% silicates
of density 2.5 g/cm3, 70% water ice. See caption to Figure 2.
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Figure 15 caption: Pie sections and temperature vs. radius
curves for a Titan class object, of composition 30% silicates
of density 3.7 g/cm3; 70% water ice. See caption to Figure 2.
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Figure 16 caption: Pie sections and temperature vs. radius
curves for an inhomogeneously accreted Titan class object. See
caption to Figure 7.
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Figure 17 caption: Pie sections and temperature vs. radius
curves for at Titania class object, of composition 40% by
weight rock of density 2.5 g/cm 3; 60% by weight water ice.
See caption to Figure 2.
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Figure 18 caption: Pie sections and temperature vs. radius
curves for a Titania class object, of composition 40% by weight
rock of density 3.7 g/cm 3 , 60% by weight water ice. See caption
to Figure 2.
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Chapter 5. Summary and Conclusions
The idea of melting and differentiation within an icy
satellite due to internal heat sources was first proposed by
Lewis (1971). This work has been an attempt to quantify his
suggestions by rigorous modelling of heat generation and
transport with time, the effects of high pressures upon the
* crystal structure of ice, and the type of melting which would
be expected for a mixture of ammonia hydrate and water ices.
We have found that, for the Galilean satellites,
* considerable evolution of the interiors is inevitable from
internal heat sources alone, and may substantially affect the
surface properties of these bodies. Large liquid mantles which
S. form early in their historeis and persist to the present are
found for all starting conditions considered, and the results
of different postulations of starting conditions can be seen
* only in how thick these melting regions actually are. As
should be intuitively obvious, the more silicate material that
is present, the more rapidly and extensively the ice will melt.
Heterogeneously accreted bodies will not melt as thoroughly
as homogeneously accreted bodies. The extent of melting is
not a strong function of silicate density.
For smaller bodies, at least partial melting can be
expected for any body over 500 km in radius. If ammonia is
present in cosmic abundances, this melting will be substantial,
* leaving in general only the outer 200 km of the satellite
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undifferentiated. The greatest extent of melting occurred
about 2500 my ago and these bodies will be totally refrozen
today. If the rings of Saturn are the result of the breakup
of such an icy satellite, as suggested by Reiffenstein (1968),
then such a breakup could not have occurred within the past
billion years.
Our models are quite general and can be applied to many
various hypothetical cases. Although no ice-rich satellites
have been proved to have radii between 1000 and 2500 km, it
is obvious that any such body would be substantially
differentiated. Titan, even with a decreased amount of
silicates, melts its interior thoroughly; however, with the
reduced amount of heat source, it would maintain a thick
crust. Since the presence of a methane atmosphere indicates
that pure water ice is not the only light component of Titan,
it is certain that Titan will be more easily melted than we
have assumed, and will have a much thinner crust. Also,
the appropriate boundary temperature for Titan may be
substantially above the grey body equilibrium temperature,
due to a possible large greenhouse effect produced by Titan's
massive methane-rich atmosphere.
Study of the icy satellites of all sizes will help uncover
the answers to many of the questions of planetary science. The
smaller bodies cannot alter their surfaces by endogenous means,
so any alteration which is discovered will be a clear indication
115
of extra-planetary events. The exact way in which the larger
satellites evolve can indicate whether their accretion was
homogeneous or heterogeneous, and lend support to whichever
set of starting hypotheses model into an object closest to
what we observe.
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Appendix A
A. 1Program ICEPULSE
The purpose of ICEPULSE is to determine the interior
structure of an icy satellite at uniform temperature (here set
at 100 0 K, though this too can be varied) given only the mass,
the weight percent of silicates, the density of the silicates,
and the assumption that water ice is the only important ice
present. A starting "first guess" total radius is also used
to get the program started.
The question at hand is where the boundaries are between
regions of ice I-and-silicates mix, ice II-and-silicate mix,
ice VI-and-silicate, and ice VIII-and-silicate. These
boundaries are pressure-dependent, and the pressure in turn
depends on the density distribution within the satellite, that
is to say on the sizes of each of the regions.
In particular the local equation of hydrostatic
equilibrium is
dP = - pgdr
where g GM(r) Given a body with regions 1-4 and boundaries
r
A, B, C, and D (see Figure A) we can see that for some radius
r between B and D:
3 3GM 4 r -C
dP = -p--2 dr - pG 2 2 )dr
r r
GM 4 3 4
= -p -- dr + pG-P p2C3 - p2 rdr
r 2 dr
r
where M = M 3 + M4 .
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Figure A caption: Iteration layers.
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Integrating from B to r, we get
rr Gr C3  r
I dp =- I p2 dr + P2 G p=dr - p2 C-r2rdr
B B r B r B
4 3 1 1 2 2 2Pr B P2 ( M - P2 C )(r B + P2(B - r )}
This can be rearranged into a 3rd degree polynomial in r:
3 (Pr-PB) 3 M 2C 3 2 3 M 3
r + { + B )r - { 2C =0
S p2 G 2 p2 B B 2 P2
Thus, if we know B and we know the pressue at which the boundary
occurs (namely the pressure at which the ice of region 2
becomes the ice of region 3, which is a function of temperature)
we can solve for C.
In ICEPULSE the coefficient of the first order term is
called A, the zeroth order term B. A subroutine THROOT is
called which solves for the three roots of this equation. If
any root is imaginary, it is given the value of 1060 ( an
arbitrary "very large number"). Then a fuction RTRANS is
called to find the one solution of the three which will be
between zero and the total radius (which we have made a first
guess at).
For our first cut, we assume a constant density within
the planet (PB is set to 0) and the boundary radii are found
for the pressures of the given ice phase transitions (which
are found to T = 100 0K). From these boundaries, the first
cuts at MA, MB, MC, MD are calculated; from these a new set
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of transition radii are found, and from these at new set of
MA, MB, MC, MD calculated. These masses are then added
together and compared against the known mass. If they do not
agree within 5 x 1023g (about 5% for icy satellites, which is
better than the masses are actually known for some of them)
then the total radius is reset by the formula
rtota = (mass known/mass calculated) /3(r total)old
and the procedure is repeated. Convergence usually occurs
after two iterations, if the first guess at the total radius
is good.
A.2 Program ONIONKIN
A2.0 Introduction. ONIONKIN attempts to determine the
thermal history of an icy satellite which was accreted in
"onionskin" fashion, that is to say, with an already formed
core of silicates covered by layers of pure ice VIII, ice VI,
ice II, and ice I. The heat source is assumed to be long-lived
radioactive nuclides in the silicates. (One version also
considers heat released due to phase changes in the ice as
if it were compressed adiabatically during accretion. See
Appendix B for details). Heat is conducted away through the
ice, and the ice is thus heated until a phase boundary is
encountered. At that point, its temperature is held constant
until enough heat has been absorbed to change phase. While
changing phase, its density changes; this in turn causes its
volume to change, changing the radii of the points above it
li~ _--~-_ __1-. I--l-~--~-LI I .-II-PCILIP---
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and in turn the local gravitational acceleration at those
points and thus the pressure there which may in turn bring
about further phase changes.
When the melting point is reached, the phase change
proceeds as before. Upon completion of melting, heat transport
by convection becomes important. This intuitively obvious
result can be proved by looking at the Rayleigh number of
the water under these conditons,
Ra gcATd3
which must be greater than 1708 for convection to occur. For
terms typical of the core-mantle boundary in an icy satellite
and a minimum T equal to the change in melting temperature
over distance due to increasing pressure, it can be shown that
Ra is greater than 1708 for any convecting cell more than 2 cm
thick. In general, over the entire convecting region the
value of Ra will be many orders of magnitude greater than 1708.
A2.1 Modelling of Conduction. The basic equation for
conduction of heat in a spherically symmetric body is
ar 1 2 TCp 2 a(r K -)/r + A
p 2t 2 8 t
which cannot be solved analytically when K, Cp, p, and A
are all functions of position and time. However, this can be
solved in finite difference form with a computer. In the case
of ONIONKIN (and CALLISTO) the planet is first broken into 25
layers, each roughly 100 km apart. Care must be taken to
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understand the difference between the layers and the layer
boundaries (of which there are 26). In additon, an imaginary
layer is created at the center to satisfy one of our boundary
conditions, bringing the total number of boundaries to 27.
Given a section of our layered planet (as seen in Figure A)
the temperature at point 2 will be determined by the difference
in temperatures between points 1 and 2, and 2 and 3; the
conductivities along lines b and c; the radial distances to and
between these points; and the density and heat capacity in
the region containing point 2. In particular, since
3 T _1 Kr 2 T/ r
p t 2  o r
we get 2 T1 -T_2 2 T'-T4
C - R 1 2 c 2 -R3 } + A(t,r)Cp t 2R2 R - RRb2 b c
Over a finite time At, the temperature at 2 will change by
2T-T 2 T-TKb( 1-T 2) - K R ( 2 3)
S R1-R2 c R -R } + A(t,r)
R2  c p2
This equation is similar to that used by Toks5z et al.
(1972), but is more flexible since it allows for changes in Ar.
The volumes of the various regions are allowed to change with
changing phases; and since the temperature is found for a
2
point within a region, not a boundary between regions, 1/R2 is
always finite and the problem of using this equation at the
center of the the planet (as r+O) is avoided. Toksiz et al.
._._ 111__ *___^1*_/__1_^II ~ __~_ I I~L~X
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(1972) provide an analysis suggesting that this equation
will converge when the condition
KAt 1
2 2pC Ar
is maintained.
To use this equation, two boundary conditions are needed;
the surface temperature is held constant, and the temperature
gradient at the center is set equal to zero. To accomplish
this last condition, an imaginary layer is created whose
temperature is always equal to the temperature of the bottom
layer.
In addition, it is necessary to know completely the
temperature profile at one given instant of time. For ONIONKIN
we assume T = Tsurface everywhere at time to = 0 (except for
the case of compressional heating described in Appendix B).
A2.2 Heat Sources
Heat sources are assumed to be radioactive nuclides in
the silicate core, particulary 40K, 232Th, 235U, 238U. The
heat generated from each of these nuclides is determined from
the known energy of decay, the known half life, and an
assumed present day abundance (from which the original abundance
can be determined). The heat of the nuclides are summed
together and added to the conduction equation as term A. This
term is a function both of time (since the energy decays
exponentially with time) and of radius, with no heat being
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generated in the icy parts of the planet, only in the core.
For our model, we assumed chondritic abundances for the
heat sources in the silicates (after Kaula) with the present
day abundance of K being 815.0 ppm, U being 0.012 ppm, and
Th being 0.04 ppm. These are variables in the program and
could be reset to other values as desired. The equations for
heat production are thus
A4 0 K = (ppm)K (0.01148)exp(0.000521t)
235U = (ppm)u (115.396)exp(0.000927t)
A238 = (ppm)U (60.304)exp(0.000154t)238U U
A232Th = (ppm)Th(10.527)exp(0.00005t)
totA = (A + A235U + A 238U + A )232 x 10total 40  235 238 232K UTh
where the numerical constant for each term includes both a
factor for the original abundance of the isotope of interest
4.5 by ago and the heat production in ergs per million years
per gram due to decay of the isotope. (In fact, all these
constants are low by 10 , hence the 10 factor in the sum).
The t in the exponential is in units of million years, the
unit of time used in the program.
Since the A term in the heat equation is heat production
per unit volume, the Atotal calculated here must also be
multiplied by p before it is used there.
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A2.3 Heat capacity, conductivity, and density data
The heat capacity and conductivity of all phases of ice
are assumed to be equal to that known for ice I. Both are
functions of temperature; for the temperature range 100-3000 K,
the following formulae match the data in Fletcher (1970)
nicely (within 2%)
K = -1.8298 x 1018 + 2.438 x 1021/T
C = 7.0 x 104T + 0.169 x 107p
(K is in units of ergs/cmoK million years, Cp in ergs/goK).
For water, the terms (based on Clark, 1966) are
K = 0.185 x 1019 (assumed constant with T)
C = 1.1936 x 104 T + 3.6188 x 107
p
and for silicates, data from Diment (1964) for serpentine
K = 0.7462 x 1019
C = 0.75 x 107
p
For the silicates,, both terms are assumed constant with
temperature. Although the silicate phase goes through the
most extremems in temperature, the conductivity is most easily
described as a constant since at high temperatures the
effectiveness of radiative transport of heat increases while
the lattice conductivity is dropping. Furthermore, while
some data on conductivity and heat capacity of silicates are
available for high temperatures, such materials have not
been studied in the region we are most interested in, between
100 and 300 0 K.
I~~- L r~~--^--~ -l L- I~  -~~ . -l~^ ---W ) -rI
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The density of ice depends radically on its crystal phase.
The densities we have used are those listed by Fletcher as
those found for each phase, measured at room pressure (1 bar):
ice phase density (g/cm3)
I 0.93
II 1.17
III 1.14
V 1.23
VI 1.31
VII 1.50
VIII 1.50
Obviously at the pressures of natural occurrence these
densities may be too low. However, the density of water at
high pressures is known well (as listed in Clark, 1966) and
the volume difference of the various phases at the triple
points is also well documented; by calculating densities from
these figures, we have found that the figures given by
Fletcher in general agree to within a few hundredths of a
g/cm3
The density of water we used was 1.0 g/cm 3 . In retrospect,
this figure may have been a bit too small, and 1.1 or 1.2 may
have been better to account for the effects of high pressure
on the liquid. However, this error is of importance only in
the most massive satellites modelled (For example, Ganymede,
which by our calculations ends up with a radius nearly 100 km
- rr --~-- --~.- __ ~---lrr~a~a~~-~rt~ lr~ lsl ri
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larger than that observed when it becomes completely melted).
In addition, using a density of water equal to 1.0 simplified
many equations in the program, a not insignificant factor for
a program which requires over 100,000 iterations.
The density of the silicate cannot be pinned down to any
one figure. The densities of chondrites are measured at
room pressure, and may not represent their densities in situ.
The density of serpentine varies from sample to sample.
An even the use of serpentine is useful only where we assume
the silicates are hydrous. What we have done, therefore,
is to pick two extremes, densities of 2.5 and 3.7, which
represent respectively hydrous and anhydrous silicates.
A2.4 Modelling Convective Heat transport
The pressure temperature profile followed in the
convecting system is assumed to be the same as the melting
curve profile, wherever a simple adiabatic increase with
depth would intersect this profile.
The simplest way to model convective heat transport is
to substitute an "effective conductivity" into a heat
conduction equation, where this conductivity is found by
multiplying the lattice conductivity K by the Nusselt number,
Nu, which is found empiracally to be proportional to the cube
root of the Rayleigh number. For our situation, one iteration
layer on the liquid-ice phase boundary with the temperature
gradient set only by the rise in melting temperature with
II~ ._. I~Y-~--1~L--~--. --- 1I-II1~~I LI
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pressure will have Ra on the order of 1024, so that Nu will be
of order 108. To increase conductivity by eight orders of
magnitude while maintaining our condition for the stability of
the finite difference equation, that
KAt <1
2  2
C pr
would mean either raising the size of Ar by four orders of
magnitude (thus making Ar much larger than the satellite
itself) or by dropping At by 8 orders of magnitude, (thus
increasing the computer time needed by a like amount;
iterating 4.6 billion years in 10 year increments would take
about 10 years of CPU time. Since both of these alternatives
are impratical, one looks to other means for modelling
convection.
This high Nusselt number is telling us what we already
know intuitively, namely that convection here will be
extremely efficient in transporting heat; for all practical
purposes perfectly efficient. Thus, we can assume perfect
transfer of heat from the core to the top of the convecting
region. The flux of heat from the core is found by the formula
= Kdt
Q -K dr
The temperature of the top layer of the core is set equal to
that of the overlying liquid layer, the difference in
temperature between here and the underlying core layer is found,
multiplied by the conductivity, and divided by the distance
-xx;_--r;-_---_i___r__-_-_ ~--- ~L- mu
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between the two layers. This gives us Q, the heat flux per
unit area per unit time. This number is multiplied by At, the
size of the time iteration, and by the area of the core-mantle
interface, 4nR 2core
In addition, the mantle still maintains a gradient which
can gain or lose heat; the AH found for the mantle region
( ATC mass ) is added to the flux. This total heat
p mantle
is then added to the first unmelted layer overlaying the liquid
region, by increasing that region's AT by the amount
flux/C mass region . In the case that the mantle requires more
heat to maintain itself than the flux from the core provides,
this net negative number is added to the top liquid region,
and the unmelted regions are left untouched.
A2.5 Modelling Phase Changes in the Ice
Ice exists in seven solid crystal structures, and the
phase diagram is fairly well known (see Figure 1, in Chapter 1).
However, some extrapolation is needed for boundaries at low
temperatures; for this purpose, all boundaries not determined
by experiment are straight lines, and the boundary between
ice II and ice VI is found by writing the II-V and V-VI
boundaries as equations for temperature as a function of
pressure, T = a + bP, then averaging the values for a and b.
This gives 15 lines to be considered. Equations for
pressure as a function of temperature can be derived from the
experimental data (Bridgman, 1912;1937; Brown et al, 1966; Kell et
al., 1968; Nisibata, 1972;Pistorius,1963,1 96 8 ). Linear equations
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were rewritten as T = a + bP. All non-linear equations were
2
written as T = a + bP + cP
For each iteration layer, the temperature and pressure
are known. Through a series of logical statements, the program
determines in which phase the ice in this layer will be stable.
If this phase is the same as the current phase of the ice
for this layer, no action is needed. However, if the phase
is different, a phase change must occur. The AH of phase
change is known at each triple point. Where the phase
boundary runs between two triple points, we can find two
values for AH; in this case, we set up AH as a linear function
of T, and solve for AH at whatever temperature exists on
the phase boundary at the given pressure of the iteration
layer. If we only know one triple point, we either make AH
a constant, or find it as a function of T by assuming AS to be
constant, so that AH = TAS.
We compare the temperature on the phase boundary line
for our given pressure with the temperature of the iteration
layer during the previous time iteration. If the difference of
these two temperatures is less than the AT found by the heat
conduction equation (the difference between T's of the previous
and the current time iteration), then we set the temperature
of the layer equal to the phase-boundary temperature and the
remaining heat [C {AT - (Tphase bound.- Tlast time)}], is used
towards changing phase. If the difference Tphas e bound.- Tlast
time
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is greater than AT, then Tnew= T, and all of C AT goes to
changing phase. This avoids unrealistic jumps in temperature
as phase changes across a strongly pressure-dependent boundary
(i.e. where dP/dT is very small) due to changes in pressure,
which otherwise would be difficult to describe in a finite
difference scheme, and allows us to use the change in
temperature as a standard for how much heat has gone into the
phase change.
During the phase change, the two phases of ice (or, ice
and water) are assumed to coexist in the iteration layer in
proportions equal to the fraction of necessary latent heat
which has been accumulated. From these proportions, new.
densities are calculated, and in the case of the ice-water
change, new values for C and K as well, averaging by weight
fraction for the former and volume fraction for the latter.
If phase change is achieved, the new values for p(and Cp
and K, if relevent) are set. Any heat in excess of the latent
heat needed which has been accumulated is used to change
the temperature appropriately.
If, during the phase change, the direction of the phase
change changes, the accumulated heat is released as needed to
maintain the region at the phase boundary until it is exhausted.
The routines work equally well for positive and negative
latent heats, or positive and negative AT's.
With the change in phase (and hence density) there comes
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a change in the volume of the region, and hence a change in
the radial distance of each iteration layer. Consequently,
there is a change in the local gravitational acceleration,
and thus a change in pressure. After each time iteration,
new radial distances, r, are found; the local gravitational
acceleration is found, by the formula
g = 6.67 x 108 x (mass below this level)/r 2
and the pressure locally is found by P = pi- + p.g.(ri -ri).
(The surface is i = 1, and P1 = 0.)
A3 CALLISTO
Program CALLISTO deals with the evolution of an icy body
which is originally a homogeneous conglomeration of ices and
silicates. It is very similar to ONIONKIN, and treats
conduction, convection, and phase changes in the same manner.
The weight percent of silicates in each region is always
known, and the heat production in that region is simply the
heat production of the silicates times their mass fraction.
The density and conductivity of each region is the sum
of the values of each component times its volume fraction;
the heat capacity is the sum of the values of each component
*times its mass fraction.
Program CALLISTO models the additional complication that
silicates will fall from molten regions to form a core. It
is these additional sections which need to described here.
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A3.1 Infall of silicates from the melting region. As
the ice melts, silicates will be released and fall inward as
far as the ice region is melted, displacing water upwards.
The amount of silicates released per time iteration is found
by determining the fraction of ice melted in that iteration,
times the weight fraction of silicates in the ice. The
weight fraction of the silicates in the liquid region is, of
course, zero.
Heat will be released as gravitational potential energy
is lost. This heat will be equal to AH = gmAh, where g is
the local gravitational acceleration, m is the effective mass,
and Ah is th distance of fall. The effective mass is equal to
the mass of the silicates, minus the mass of the water it is
displacing, found as the mass of the silicates times the
factor (Psilicates-Pwater silicates . This heat is calculated
for each layer the mud passes through, and applied to melting
the still unmelted ice in this layer, or to maintaining the
thermal gradient in convecting water: the heat of infall
through completely melted layers is transported by the
convection to the first unmelted layer above the convecting
region. The silicates are collected in the level above the
first unmelted iteration layer they reach, until the volume of
that layer is filled with silicates. If more silicates remain
after that volume is filled, these are collected in the next
layer upwards.
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The continual shifting of silicates will result in
changing weight fractions throughout the melting region, with
corresponding changes in density, conductivity, heat capacity,
and heat generation.
A3.2 Settling of silicate layers through melting ice
regions. Since the melting point of all phases of ice except
ice I increases with pressure, the first melting may occur
well away from the center of the planet, resulting in a
structure where slush or water overlays a silicate layer, which
itself then overlays still unmelted ice.
As this ice melts, silicates from the overlaying regions
will displace the mobile water, resulting in percolation of
the water to the region above the silicate layers, and a
general settling of the silicates. As before, this also
releases heat due to loss of gravitational potential energy.
So as to avoid dealing with very small numbers, the
program waits until the ice layer below is 10% melted before
settling begins. The heat released in settling is evenly
distributed over the two iteration layers involved, and their
temperatures are found by determining the heat content of the
various components, reassigning the distribution of this heat
to match the new distribution of these components, and
redetermining the temperatures from this new heat distribution
by dividing by the heat capacity of each layer, itself newly
derived for the new distribution of components.
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A4 Program AMMONIAD
AMMONIAD is a variation of CALLISTO which eliminates
those sections dealing with phase changes, and instead
considers the melting history of a planet whose ice phase is
a solid solution of ammonia hydrate and water ice. The ice is
assumed to be less than 33% ammonia by weight.
AMMONIAD handles conduction and convection, determination
of heat capacities, conductivities, densities, and heat
production, and motion of silicates from melting regions in
the same fashion as CALLISTO. The only new section is that
dealing with the melting of the ice solid solution/
A4.1 Melting of the eutectic liquid. The ammonia - water
system has a complex phase diagram. The section of interest
involves the melting of ammonia hydrate, NH3 H20 (xNH = 0.5)
and water ice (xNH 3= 0). The eutectic point for this pair
is at 173 0 K and composition x = 0.333: the first liquid
NH
formed in melting appears at this temperature with this
composition. We assume the melting point is depressed by
pressure to an extent proportional to the extent equal pressure
would depress the melting point of pure water ice.
We assume the total weight percent of ammonia is at
cosmic abundance, 0.1, for the whole planet including silicates;
this works out to 0.17 for the icy component. The silicate
weight percent is dropped to 0.36, and its density is assumed
to be 2.5. Therefore, all the ammonia will go into the liquid
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phase. As more energy is applied to the system, beyond that
necessary to melt the eutectic melt, the ice will melt into
the liquid, changing its overall composition, until the
original composition is reached and the ice totally melted.
Temperature-concentration and enthalpy-concentration
curves are known for the ammonia-water system (see Perry, The
Chemical Engineering Handbook). By finding the change in
enthalpy, one can determine the change in concentration; and
from this, the temperature of the liquid-ice mixture can be
determined.
With the eutectic liquid melted, we assume convection
will occur throughout the "slushy" region. Therefore, to
model the heat flow in this region, we find the AT with time
expected by the conduction equation for each iteration layer,
and multiply this by the heat capacity and mass of the layer,
to find the total heat flow in this layer. The heat figures
for all the slushy layers are then added together; in addition,
the flux from the core below the slushy region is found as in
CALLISTO and added in. This total figure is divided by the
mass of the whole slushy region, and the resulting heat per
.unit mass is added uniformly as the increase in enthalpy for
each region.
Silicates fall from the slushy regions, as in CALLISTO,
in proportion to the amount of melting which has occurred, and
gather in the center to form a core.
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List of Variables: CALLISTO and ONIONKIN
A Heat production total, ergs/gram-million years
AGE Age of the body to which the program will operate,
million years
AK Heat production due to decay of 40K
ATH Heat production due to decay of 232Th
AU235 Heat production due to decay of 235
AU238 Heat production due to decay of 2385
BH20 First term, conductivity of water
BICE First term, conductivity of ice
BMUD First term, conductivity of silicates
*BSTU First term, conductivity of non-silicates
CH20 Second term, conductivity of water
CICE Second term, conductivity of ice
CMUD Second term, conductivity of silicates
*CSTU Second term, conductivity of non-silicates
CP Heat capacity
CPA(i) First term, heat capacity of iteration region i
CPB(i) Second term, heat capacity of iteration region i
DH20 First term, heat capacity of water
DICE First term, heat capacity of ice
DMUD First term, heat capacity of silicates
DH(i) The amount of energy stored towards phase change in
region i
DR1 The distance between Ri and Ri+ l
DR2 The distance between Ri_ 1 and Rii-1l
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DR1H Half of DR1
DR2H Half of DR2
DR3H Half the distance between R. and Ri-2 i-i
DT Change in temperature over a time iteration
*DTDR Local temperature gradient
DTIM Change in time per iteration, million years
DHTIM Half of DTIM
EH20 Second term, heat capacity of water
EICE Second term, heat capacity of ice
EMUD Second term, heat capacity of silicates
F(i) Weight fraction of silicates in region i
*FMUD Overall weight fraction of silicates in satellite
*F2 Weight fraction of silicates after partial melting
of region
FLUX Heat flux from surface of core transferred through
convecting layers
G(i) Local acceleration of gravity in region i
*HEAT Heat due to settling of silicates through ice region
HEATUP Increase in heat due to phase change reversal
*HEATA Heat content of silicate region plus displaced water
*HEATB Heat content of ice region plus displacing silicates
*HOTH20 Heat content of water component
*HOTICE Heat content of icy component
*HOTMUD Heat content of silicate component
HLATN(i) The latent heat needed for phase change in region i
I, Il to 115, II Various indices used in program
~I _ _~_^____~ 1_1_1__~1^ _ ____U~
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IFAZE(i) The ice phase of region i
IFAZ(i) The phase to which region i is changing
IFA = IFAZ(i)
IF = IFAZE(i)
ITL The number of region i (= i)
ITOP The ITL of the topmost liquid region
L, Ll-L15, Various logical variables used in phase changing
routine
*N Index, used to store ITL when necessary
P(i) Pressure at region i
PCT(i) Percent of region i which has changed phase (or turned
to water)
PPMK Amount of K in silicates, parts per million
PPMTH Amount of Th in silicates, parts per million
PPMU Amount of U in silicates, parts per million
PHCNT Percent to which phase change has proceeded
Q Heat production per unit volume; also time at which
heat production is calculated
R(i) Distance of region i from center of satellite, in cm
RTOTAL Assumed first total radius of satellite
RTR1 Radius at which first phase boundary occurs
RTR2 Radius at which second phase. boundary occurs
RTR3 Radius at which third phase boundary occurs
RO(i) Density of region i
*ROTIO Ratio of (p silicate-pwater)/Psilicate
ROICE(x) Density of ice phase, ice x; ice 4 is silicates,
ice 9 is water
_ _~_~~1-4 ~-*1~---- -PIII --
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ROW Old density of region
ROMUD Density of silicates
*SSAM Mass of liquid, convecting region
T(i) Temperature of region i
TT(i) Old temperature of region i
T1-T15 Temperatures at different phase boundaries for given
pressure
TSUR Surface temperature
TCON Temperature at region ITOP, used tofind TVECT
TVECT Adiabatic temperature in convecting region
TEMPUP Temperature found rom HEATUP
THIRD 1/3
TIME Elapsed time, in million years
UHEAT Heat gained or lost in maintaining convecting region
UHOT Heat gained or lost in given iteration region in
convecting region
VOL(i) Volume of region i
*VOLWAT Volume of wate to be displaced by silicates
X Index used in setup
XC Constant to convert latent heats to proper units, times
weight percent of ice in given region
XK Conductivity
XKP Conductivity of previous layer
XKN Conductivity of next layer
XKA(i) First term, conductivity of region i
XKB(i) Second term, conductivity of region i
XMAS(i) Mass of region i
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*XM Old mass of region i (or i-l)
*XMA Old mass of region i-i (or i)
XMBLO(i) Mass of satellite below region i
*XMOUT Effective mass of silicates leaving given region
*XMOVE Total effective mass of silicates leaving all regions
*XMUD Mass of silicates settling from silicate region to
melting ice
XRO Density of non-silicates in given region
Addition
HLA
UJOT
UJEAT
SSAMY
X
FNH3
XHH3
XLOLO
TMI
TM
lal variables in AMMONIAD
Latent heat needed to melt the eutectic liquid
Heat change in slushy layer
Total heat change in slushy region
Total mass of slushy region
Weight fraction of ammonia in liquid
Weight fraction of ammonia in planet
Weight fraction of ammonia in water ice
Slope of line on a plot of composition of liquid vs.
percent of ice melted, through points of first melt
and final melt
Zero-pressure eutectic melting point
Eutectic melting point at given pressure
* not in ONIONKIN
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P'(14 )=P(15)
T(I11 )=T(II -1)
00 24 ITL=2,11
24 TT(ITL)=T(ITL)
IF( 12)25,25,26
25 1'PINT 13)2,TIMFtR(1),TSUR
1002 Ifn','AT('O0,EANWHILE, BACK AT
1' SIRFACE')
26 ITL=2
UR1IH=(R( )-k(2))/?.0
DR 11I= R211
XK=XKA(l)+XK( 1)/TSUR
XKr,=XY(2)+XKP,(2)/TT(2)
Q=DIITIM-TIME
I
*R (I))
-1)-R( I ) )*t.OE-9
THE PAST---'// F7.0,-5PF9.OOPF9.2,6X,
0 0 0
4LJ?35=pPM,,IJ: 1539(-YFXP(Ol*0OO0927)
AU1t3= PP ltx6O01--4F XP (Q;,*00I54)
ATI = P PMT1* 10 9 54"7 ?Y P ( OAO .Or05)
A= (AK + U? 35 +ALJ? 3 8AT H )*1. 6
C HERE WE CO TIlk~ilol Tli Rt-DILIS ITERATIONS
3 K P =XK
XK(,J=XKA(lTL+1)+XKR3(ITL+1j/TT(ITL+l)
CP=CPA(ITLP"cTT(ITL)+CPi(ITL)
uiU=R(ITL)-R(ITL+1-)
Di2 =R ( I TL -1)-R ( I TIL
DR, 1H= R I 2. 0
L=. TPUE.
1iLP*R(lTL)*(TT(ITL)-TT'(ITL+1))/OR2t4+er1PH))
IF (FLlJY*'.5T90.0) GO TO 302
IF(TFAZF(IrL) eo.9).ANDf.IFAZE(IrL-1).NF.*9)r)
IF(IFAZF(ITL).FQ.9.oAND.,IFAZF(ITL-1).NlE.9)
TL) )/(DR3H+DR2H)-XK*R( IT
T=OT+FLUX/ (
L.*FALSEe
CP*XMAS(ITL ))
10, fl 10 30()3
302 CA)1IT U'UE
IF((IFAYE-(ITL).NE-).AiND.IFJ\ZECITL+l).EQ.9).OR.(!FAZ(ITL).EQ.9.AND
1.IFAZE(ITL).NE.-9.ANkD.IFAlE(ITL+1).FO.4))DT=DT+FLUX/(CP*XMASCITL))
303 Gr)NT I tNUF
T( ITL)=TT(ITL)+DT
IF(.NJT.(IFAL(ITL3.EQ.4.ANID.IFAZCITL-1).FQ.9))GO TO 301
T( IfL)T( ITL-1)
FLUX=-12.63 XK~R(ITLR(ITL)*TM*(TT(ITL)TT(ITL+1))/(DRlH+DR?
110) +Mi F AT
3U1 C(TTI NUE
I I= 0
lF(IFAlE(ITL).EQ.4) GO TO 32
IF(IFALE(TTL).NE.IFAZ(ITL)) GO TO 35
THIS IS OUR
Cl.014", I D[r)R THE
RC!P' E SE"IT ING p
OIF IC. TX wlI
PRES0JURE, FOR
LOGIC",L CONI)I
ON WIIFT!IER LA(
.FALLS WITHIN
THAT'S WHAT I
PHASE FI"NDER ROUTINF
SYMIPOL "TX" WHR-I X IS SOP-E NUMBER PETWEEN ONE AND FIFTEEN,
ONE OF THE FIFTEEN PHASE BOU'IDARIES IN THE PHASE DIAGRAM
LL FE THE TEMPFRATURE WHICH MUST BE PRESENT , GIVEN THE
TH- LOCUS OF IITFEREST TO FALL UPON LINE X. LX I'S THE
TII TH AT iE REAL TEMPERATURE IS LESS THAN TX. DEPENDING
IS TRUE OR FALSE WE CAN SEE WHETHER THE LOCUS OF INTEREST
A RFG;IO ROItJNDED) RY VARIOUS LINES X.
T SAYS HERE, I'M ONLY READING IT.
5 IFAZ(ITL)=8
Tt '=24.3-), P( ITL)-?36.923
T15=270.15
L14=T(ITL).LT.T14
LI1 =T(ITL).LT.T15
IF(L14.ANWD.L15)Gt) TO 6
IFAZ(ITL)=6
T9=24518-2337.9476P(ITL)+56.355*P(ITL)*P(ITL)
T4=220.66+9.?C65,P(ITL)-0.14124*P(ITL)*P(ITL)
TrI'=4 , i.4-30.395 P( ITL)
T3=2d438.1-341.297-P( ITL)
L9=T(I TL) LT.T9
L4=T (I TL ) .LT.T4
L13=T( ITL).LTT13
Ll=T(ITL).LT.T
IF(L4,AND).(.NFnT. L,).AtD.(( I.NOT.L9).OR.( P ITL ).LT.
1.L14.CI . (T(ITL).GT.27.o03) ).AND.( .NOT.L13))GO TO
IFAZ(ITL)=2
T12=29'. 9-14.57*P( ITL)
Tll=205o.32420,4R*P(ITL)-2.2986*P(ITL)*P(ITL)
110=4.271+110.?530wP(ITL)
L1 =T(ITL).LT.T12
L1L=T(ITL).LT.T11
L1f=T(ITL)4.,LT.TlO
IFILIO.AN F.LI1.ANI)L12.AND.L13)GO TO 6
IFAZ(ITL)=I
T6=l102?. 4-371.747*P(ITL)
Tl=273.16h-6,32*P(ITL)-1.8?7*P(ITL)*P(ITL)
L6=T(ITL).LT.T6
20.79)).AND.(.NOT
6
LI=TIITL).LT. TI
IF(L6.AfnID.LI.A(ND.(.NOT.L.O))GO TO 6
IFAI(ITL)=b
T3=223.oo4+13.'34-P(ITL)-0.4R89 P(ITL)*P(ITL)
TT7=33.226P( ITL)-914.6
L3=T ITL ) .LT.T3
L7=T(ITL) .LT.T7
IF(L7.7 VPL3.ANDr.L .AND.(.NOT.L12))GO TO 6
IFAL(ITL)=3
12=23(0,12+13.6(17 P(ITL)-1.7835P( ITL )*P( ITL)
L?=T( TL).LT.T2
IF ( L N,(.NT. L 7).AND.( .nT.L 1).AND. (.NOT.L6))GO TO
IF CZ(ITL)=7
r5=139.49+11.01P ITL )-0,08931P I TL *P I TL )
LS=T(ITL)*LT.T
IF((INT,.L15),AND.L9. AND.LS)GO TO 6
IF:A (ITL)=9
IF(IFA7E(ITL).EQ.9.ANn. L) GO TO 4
C THIS IS OUR PHASE CIIAN(ER ROUTINE.
6 IF( IFAZE(ITL).-IFAZ(ITL))60,32,60
60 IF(IFAZF(ITL).EQ.9.AND.L) GO TO 4
XC=0.?37' 444F7
IFA=IFAZ(ITL)
IF=IFAZE(ITL)
GO TO (61,62,6'1,64,65,66,67,68,69),IFA
61 GO T(J (64,612,613,64,64b4,664,64,619),IF
012 lHLATN(ITL)=XC'(180)
'r(ITL)=T1O
GO TO 59
613 HILATIN(ITL)=XC*(973.89-4.252*T6)
T(ITL)=T6
GO TO 59
619 IHLATN(ITL)=XC*(3782.5-19,08*TI)
T( ITL)=Tl
GO TO 59
S 0
62 XS=-XC
G;n TO (61
629 II=5
IF(P(ITL)
IF II TL)
JO TO (64
63 GO TO (63
631 1ILATN(ITL
T( ITL)=T6
G3 TO 59
632 H1LATI( ITL
1 ( ITL)=TL
G TO 59
635 IILATN(ITL
2,64,632,64,652,662,64,64,629),IF
.LT.3.5) II=3
,64,639, 64,65
1,632,64,64,6
)=XC* (4. 252T
)
1
9) II
35,64,64,
6-973.89)
64,639),IF
=XC ( 3. 077*T1 1-1705. 96)
)=XC*(0.137*T7-18.09)
T( ITL)=TT
DO TO 59
639 IILATN(ITL)=XC: (R477.01-37.4*T2)
i( ITL)=T2
, 0 TO 59
64 TPI.E=TIME+10000J0.
12=0.0
,,n TO ?
65 bI. TO (64,65253,6 4,64,656,64,
652 HILATN( ITL)=XC*(1.525*T12 )
1(ITL)=T12
,: TO 59
653 HILATN(ITL)=XC*(1 .09-).137*:T7
T( ITL)=T7
,O0 TO 9
656 HILATN(ITL)=XC*4.0
T( ITL)=T8l
GO TO 59
659 ILATN(ITL)=XC*(969.8-A.1585*T3)
T( ITL)=T3
VGO TO 59
66 O0 TO (64,662,64,64,665,64,667,
662 HLATN(ITL)=XC*(1.1475d*T13)
T( ITL)=T13
GO TO 59
64,659), IF
668,669),IF
_ __ _~l -l l l yly
665 I!LATI(
T(ITL)
GO TOl
667 ItLATN(
T(ITL)
(,O T 1
668 IILATN(
T(ITL)
(; TO
669 tHLATN(
T(ITL)
'0 TO
67 (;GO TO
676 IILATN(
7HTTL)
;GO T (
678 IILATN(
ITL)=XC*(-4.0)
=T
59
ITL)=XC* (0.29T9-102.98)
= T9
59
ITL)=XC*2 06.0
=T14
59
ITL ) =XC (-404.8-?. 144.'T4)
=T4
59
(6*6~,6-, 6-, 64,676,64,678,679), IF
ITL)=XC*(102.88-O.29*T9)
=T9
59
ITL) =XC4-264 .0
T(ITL)=T15
GO TO 59
679 HILATN(ITL)=XC (-404b8-3.1434*T5)
T( ITL)=T5
GOr TU 59
68 XC=-XC
LO TO (64,64,64,64, 66867864,678, 4),IF
69 XC=-XC
(,n TO (619,6?2,639,659,669,679,64,64
692 11=5
IF(P(ITL).LT.3.5) 11=3
IF Z(ITL)=I I
GO rTO (64,64,61?,64,652),II
59 IF(HEATUP.NE.r.0)5O TO 3b3
IF(DT*DT.GT. (T(ITL)-TT(ITL))*(T(ITL)-TT
IF(II)351,35,351
),IF
(ITL))) GO TO 351
AFTE' WE
WHATEVER
1BACK TO
HAVE VISITE)
ACTION IS API
3 TO ITERATE
THE
PROPR
AGA I N
PHAS
IATE
AT
E CHANGER, WE COME BACK
. IF NO PHASE CHANGE IS
THE NEXT RADIUS POINT.
HERE TO TAKE
REQUIRED, WE GO
35 T(ITL)=TT(ITL)
351 H( ITL)=0H( ITL)+DT*CP
352 PHCNT=DI( ITL)/(HLATN(ITL)+l.)
IF(Pf'HCNT.GT.1.r)) .GO TOr 37
IF(PIICIof.LT.O.O ) GO TO 38
C
C WE COME HERF IF WE NEFD HEAT TO CHANGE PHASE.
C
36 ,R)(ITL)=ROICE(IFAIE(ITL))'ROIC (IFAZ(ITL))/(PHCNT*ROICE(IFAZE(ITL)
1)+(".,-PIICIT) -: OICF(IFAZ(ITL)))
IF(9-IFAZ(ITL) )32,43,,32
C
C WE (7,"ME IEJRF IF WF HAVE ENOUGH HEAT TO HAVE FINISHED CHANGING PHASE.
37 IF
R3
T(
IFH
IF
\IE(ITL)=IFAZ( ITL)
(ITL)=Rn cE( IFAZEl ITL))
ITL)=T(ITL)+()DH(ITL)-HLATN(ITL))/CP
(ITL)= 0.O
(9-IFAL(ITL))32,47,32
WE COMrW HrRF IF W" frI:CF STARTED TO CHANGE PHASF,
CHAGI(;FD OUR MIDS IN;STEAD-...FOR EXAMPLE, IF TIIS
HEATING UP AN~D CHANG G PHASE, BRT NOW THE CONDIT
HAVI CHAN4GEr) SO THAT THIS POINT .NOW WANTS TO COOL
BUT HAVE-SINCE
POINT WERE ONCE
IONS IN THE PLANET
DOWN.
38 IF(ILATN( ITL ) )382,381,381
381 IFAL (ITL)=IFAZF( ITL)
iP(ITL)=ROICE(IFAZE(ITL)
T(ITL)=T(ITL)+DH(ITL)/CP
I H( ITL)=O.O
(;O TO 32
I FURGET WHAT THE HECK THIS PART DOES.
382 IFAZE(ITL)=IFAZ(ITL)
KR (ITL)=ROICE(IFA/E(ITL))
TEMPUP=T( ITL)
IIEAT TUP=-HLATN(I TL)
T(ITL)=TEMPUP+HEATUP/CP
GO TO 5
0 0
383 DH( IT L)=f4FEATUP( T( ITL )-TEMP UP) *CP+DH( ITL)
I IE AT U P:090
'k;) 0 TU ;5 2
C
C THIS IS THE PART THAT CONVECTS THE LIQUID WATER
c
4 IF( IFA7E(ITL-l)-9)41et4
41 Ifflp=ITL
TCON=TT( ITL)
42 X=1,3 E-'-*(P(ITL)-P(ITOP) )/(CP*RO(ITL))
TVELCT=TC(1tPXP( X)
Hui LT=JnTC ,l!S(I
IF(T2?.GT.T(ITL)) T(ITL)=T2
IF(T3.rT.T( ITL) ) T(ITL)=T3
IF(T4e.TT(.TULH T(ITL)=r4
lF(T5'l.3T.T(ITL) ) TWITL)=T5
IFAl C IL)=IFA7E( ITL)
j) TO -5?
43 CliNT 1 NE
XKA(ITL)=([IC*(1.O-PliCT)/ROICECIFAlE-(ITL))+Bi32O*DHCNT)*RO(1TL)
XKfR(ITL)=(CIC *(1.Q -PHiCrlT)/R OICE(IFAZE(ITL))+CH2Of:PHCNT)*RO(ITL)
CPAC ITL ) =ICE* O.-PHiCNIT ) +fi2PHCNT
CPl ( ITL)=EIC'E*( I.of-PliCNT)*E1120*PHCNT
CJ) To) 32
47 XK A(ITL ) H20
&~KPR I TL) =CH,?O
CPA( I TL =D)120
CP i( I TL)= FH2t
32 IF ( 2)23,33, 31
1XKQL)H( ITL),G(ITL)
PRINT l.V)f5,PHCN ,T,T,IFAZ(ITL)TT(ITL),FLUXUHEATXMAS( ITL),ITL
1005 FJRlMAT(8G14*4,/)
34 ITL=ITL+l
lF(I1-TTL)2,2v3
99 CALL EXIT
qL340(
+. 0 1
SUIROUTINE WORLD(RTOTALRTR1,RTR2,RTR3FMUU,ROMUD)
IMPLICIT LOGICAL (L)
DIMENSION ROICE(9),R(27),XMAS(27),XMDLO(21), G(27),RO(27),VOL(27),P
1(27) T(27),TT(27 ) CPA(27),CP8(27) XKA(27), XKB(27) rF(27)0l;(27), IFA
2ZE(27) IFAZ(27),HLATN(27), PCT(27)
C THESE ARE JUST INITIAL CONDITIONS
CALL GRAM
LL 1 5TO
I1 = 2 7
13=250
TSUR=100.O
14=11-1
TIMF=0.O
AGE=4501
DrTI M=1.0
DHTIM=DTI MO. 5
PPMK= 8150
PPMU=.012
PPMTH=.04
ROICE( i)=0.92
ROICE(2)=1.17
ROICE(3)=1.14
ROICE(4)=ROMUD
ROICE(5)=1.23
ROICE(6)= 1 3.1
ROICE(7)=1.5
ROICE( 8)= 1.5
ROICE(9)=1.0
TT(1 )=TSUR
lICE=- 1. 8298E18
CICE=2.438E21
DICE=7.0E4
EICE=0. 169E7
BH20=0.185E19
CH20=0.O
DH20=1.1936E4
EH20=3,6188E7
BMUD=0.7462E19
CMUD=O.0
w 9
DMUI=O,0
EMUD=O.75E7
12=13
T IIROD=1.0/3.0
IFALE( 1)=
P(1)=0.0
VOL (1) =O.O
XMAS(1)=0.0
XMBLO( 1 )=0.0
XMOVE=O.O
FLUX=O.0
STEAT=O.0
UHOT=0.0
SSAM=1.0
ROTIO= 1.O-ROICE (
HEATUP=0.0
9)/ROMUD
C THIS SETS THE
C
INITIAL BOUNDARIES OF PHASE CHANGES
II=1
X=RTR1
R(1)=RTOTAL
DR2=RTOTAL/ (11-2)
DO 1 ITL=2,I1
R( ITL)=R( ITL-1)-DR2
IF(X-R(ITL))1,1,11
11 IF (RTR2-X)12t13,t4
12 II=2
X=RTR2
GO TO 1
13 I I=6
X=RTR3
GO TO 1
14 11=8
1 IFAZE(ITL)=II
PRINT 1000
IC00 FORMAT(' TIME RADIUS
10D RO MASS
TEMP PRESSURE
LITTLE G PERCENT
DT',7X,
MELTED
MUDT/DR PHASE
OLD T'I
0 .
C HERE WE CALCULATE THE INITIAL CONDITIONS AT EACH POINT WITHIN THE PLANET
DO 15 ITL=1,I1
T(ITL)=TSUR
F(ITL)=FMUD
DOH( I TL)=0.0
HLATN(ITL) =0.0
PCT ( ITL)=0.0
RO(ITL)=ROICE(IFAZE( I
1) )*RGMUU))
IFAZ(ITL)=IFAZE(ITL)
XKA( ITL)=(DMUD-F( ITL)
1ITL)
XK ( ITL)=(CMUD*F (ITL)
1ITL)
CPA(ITL)=DMUD*F( ITL)+
CPB(
15 CONT
DO I
ITL)=EMUD F
INUE
6 ITL=2,14
TL))*ROMUI)D/(F ( ITL)*ROICE( I FALE(ITL. )(1-F( ITL
/ROMUD+BICE:(-F(ITL) ) /ROICE(IFAZE ( 1L)))*RO(
/ROMUD+CICE*(1-F(ITL) )/ROICE(IFAZE(ITL)I)*RO(
VOL(ITL)=4.1888*(R(ITL-1)UR(ITL-1)*R(ITL-1)-R(ITL)*R(ITL)IK(ITL))
XMAS(ITL')=RO(ITL) VOL(ITL)
XMBL0(l) =XMBL(1)+XMAS(ITL)
16 CONTINUE
G(1)=6.67E-8*(XMBLO(1)/(RTOTAL RTOTAL)
15=14-1
o 17 ITL=2l15
XMBLO(ITL)=XMRLO( ITL-1)-XMASITL)
G(ITL)=6.67E-8 '(XMBLO(ITL)/(R(ITLi) R(ITL)))
P( ITL)=P(ITL-1 )+RO( ITL)G(ITL)*DR2*1.0E-9
17 CONTINUE
XMBL.O( 14)=0.0
G(14)=0.0
P(14)=P(15)
HERE WE START THE TIME ITERATION
2 TIME=TIME+DTIM
I=AGE-TIME
'~ 7-~-~ ~c---~ -- n-~---71-I---- --n----R---~~_____ __ ~_ ~_ __ ____ ~r~_~
DICE*(1-F(ITLl
(ITL)+EICE, (1-F(ITL))
0 0
IF(I)99,2t212
21 IF(12)22,22,23
22 12=13
PRINT 1003,FLUXUHFAT,STEAT
1003 FORMAT(OFLUX OF HEAT:',E12.4,' HEAT TO MA
LHEAT OF CORE FORMATION:'iE12.4)
PRINT 1000
23 12=12-1
R(I1-1)=0.0
UIHEAT=UHUT
UHOT=0,0
DO 221 I=1,15
ITL=I1-1
VOL( ITL)=XMAS(ITL)/RO(ITL)
220 R(ITL-1)=(VOL(ITL)/41888+R(ITL)*R(ITL)*R(I
221 CONTINUE
00 222 I=2,15
XMBLO(I)=XMBLO(I- )-XMAS( I)
G(I)=6 467E-8*XMBLU(I /(R(I )*R(I)
222 P(I)=P(I-1)+RO(I) G(I)*(R(I-1)-R(I) 1oOE-9
P(14)=P(I5)
T(I1)=T(11-1)
D) 24 ITL=2,11
24 TT(ITL)=T(ITL)
IF(I2)25,25,26
25 PRINT 1002,TIME,R(1),TSUR
1002 FORMAT('OMEANWHILi, BACK AT THE PAST---'//
1'SURFACE')
26 ITL=2
DR2H=(R(1i -R(2 )*LC,.5
DR H=CR2H
XK=XKA()+XKR(1 )/TSUR
XKN=XKA(2)+XKB(2)/TT(2)
Q=D0HTIM-TIME
AK=PPMK*O.01148*EXP(Q,0.C00521)
AU235=PPMUJ*115.39(.*EX P (C0.000927)
AtJ238=PPMU*60,3i 4- EXP(Q*0.'OO154)
ATH=PPMTtI*10*.527*FXP(0*0.00005)
A=(AK+AU235+AU238+ATH)*1.OE6
INTAIN WATER:',E12*4,',
TLI),'THIRD
F7.O,-5PF9.OOPF9',2,6X,
co
i
C HERE WE GO THROUGH THE RADIUS ITERATIONS
C
3 XKP=XK
XK=XKN
XKN=XKA(ITL+1)+XKC(ITL+1)/rT(Ir*L+l)
CP=CPA( ITL)*TT( ITL)+CPB( ITL)
Q=A*R(J(ITL)*F( ITL)
DR1=R( ITL )-R( ITL+1)
0R2=R( [TL-1)-R(ITL)
DR311=0R211
DR211DRlH
(ORlH=DR1#O.5
L=0 TRUE*.
1L)hR( ITL)*(TT( [TL )-TT( ITL+1) )/(L)R2Hi+OR1Hl)/( (R( ITL)+ .DR2H) (R( ITL)4
2OR2H)*DR2)+Q)*-UTII'/(CPI*RO(ITL))
IF ( FLUX.GT.OCl) GOf TO 3:',2
IF(IFAZE(ITL).EQ,9.ANI).IFAlE(ITL-1).NE.9)DT=DT*FLUX/(CP*'XMAS(ITL))
IF( IFAZEC ITL)hEQ.9.ANiD.IFAZE(ITL-1).NEe9) L=eFALSE.
GO TO 303
302 CONTINUE
loIFAZE(ITL).NF,9.AND.IFAZE(ITL+1).EQ.4))DT=DT4FLUX/(CP*XMAI)'(ITL))
303 CONTINUE
T( I TL ) TT( I TL ) OT
IF.*NOTr.IFAV:U(TL)hEQ.4.AND.IFAZ(ITL-1U.EQ.9)GO TO 301
T ( I TL )=T( I TL-1)
FL(X=-12* 56636*XK"R (I TL)*R( [TL) *DTlM* (TT (ITL )-TT( ITL+l))(DRlH+DR42
1H) +UHEAT
301 CONTINUJE
DTDR=(T(ITL)-T(ITL-1))/(OR2H+CR3H)
11=0
IF(IFAZE(ITL).EQ*4) GO TO 32, HA
IF(IFAZE(ITL).NFelFAZ(ITL)) GO TO 35
CONSIDER THE SYMPOL "TX" WHERE X IS SOME NUMIER BETWEEN ONE AND FIFTEENt
REPRESENTING ONE OF THE FIFTEEN PHASE BOUNDARIES IN TIIE PHASE DIAGRAM
OF ICE. TX WILL RE THIE TEMPERATURE WHICH MUST BE PRESENT , GIVEN THE
PRESSURE, FOR THF LOCUS OF INTEREST TO FALL UPON LINE X. LX IS THE
LOGICAL CONDITION THAT THE REAL TEMPERATURE IS LESS THAN TX. DEPENDING
ON WHETHER LX IS TRUE OR FALSE WE CAN SEE WHETHER THE LOCUS OF INTEREST
FALLS WITHIN A REGION BOUNDED BY VARIOUS LINES X.
THAT'S WHAT IT SAYS IERE, I'M ONLY READING IT.
5 IFAZ(ITL)=8
TI4=24,39*P( ITL )-236923
T15=270.15
L14=T(ITL).LT.T14
L15=T( ITL ).LT.T15
IF(L14,AND.L15)GO TO 6
IFAI(ITL)=6
T9=24518-2337.9476*P(ITL)+56.355P(ITL)*P(ITL)
T4=220,66+9.2065P( ITL)-O 14124*P(ITL)*P(ITL)
T13=4C3.4-30.395'( I TL)
TB=2438.1-341.297 P(ITL)
L9=T(ITL).LT.T9
L4=T( I TL) .LT.T4
LI3=T(ITL).LT.T13
LB=T (ITL) .LT .T
IF (L4. AND. (. NOT.L). AND ( (.NOT.9).OR,(P(ITL).LT.20.79)).AND .(NOT
1.Ll4OR.,(T(ITL).GT.270.335)).AND.(.NOT.L13))GO TO 6
IFAZ(ITL)=2
T12=2999-14o577*P(ITL)
T11=205.32+20.48*P(ITL)-2.2986*P(ITL)*P(ITL)
T10=4.Z7+10.2536hP( ITL)
L12=T( ITL ),LT,T12
LL1=T(ITL).LT.Tll
LIO=T( ITL).LT.TlO
IF(LIOAN)D.LIl,AND.LI2.AND.L13)GO TO 6
IFAZ(ITL)=1
T6=1028.04-371.747*P(ITL)
T1=27316-6. 832*P( ITL )-1.827*P( ITL )*P( ITLI
L6=T(ITL).LT.T6
Ll=T(ITL) .LT.T
IF(L6,AND.L1.AND.(.NOT.L1l))GO TO 6
XM=xMAS(ITL-1)
XMAS(ITL-1)=XMAS(ITL- )-XMUD+VOLWAT *ROICE(9)
XMAS(ITL)=XMAS(ITL)+XMUD-VULWAT ',ROICE(9)
F(ITL)=(F(ITL)*XM+XMUD)/XMAS(ITL)
F(ITL-)=(XMA-XMUD)/XMAS( ITL-1)
IF(F(ITL).GT,0,99) IFAZE(ITL)=4
IFAL(ITL)=IFAZE(IrL)
LH(ITL)=0.0
PCT(ITL)=O ,O
PCT(ITL-1)=1.0
IFAZE( ITL-I)=9
IFAZ ( ITL-1 )=9
RO)(ITL)=XMAS(ITL) RO(ITL)/XM
RO(ITL-1)=XMAS(ITL-1),RO(ITL-I)/XMA
HEAT=XMUD.VROT I[ *G( ITL )k(R( ITL-1 )-R(ITL) )/(XM+XMA)
STEAT=STEAT+HEAT -(XM+XMA)
CPA(ITL-)TL- CE* 0-FITL-1)=nmUDn*F(ITL-I)+E(CE*(1l.OF(ITL1))
CPB(ITL-1)=FMUD*F(ITL-1)+EICE*(1.0-F(ITL-1))
CPA(ITL) =DMUI)F(ITL)
CPB(ITL )=EMUD*F(ITL
HOTMUD=(EMUD+DMUD T( ITL
HOTH20=(EH20+)1i20" T(ITL
HnTICE=(FICE+DICE T(ITL
HEATA=F(ITL)4HOTMUD+( 1.,
HEATB=F(ITL-1 )*HOTMUD+(
T( ITL)=HEATA/(CPA(ITL)*
T( ITL-1)=HEATR/(CPA
IF(IFAZE(ITL).NE.9)
+ IC ( l.)-F(ITL ))
)+EICFE,(( l.O-F(ITL ))
-. ))*T(ITL-1)
))*T(ITL)
))vT(ITL)
O-F( ITL) )*HOTICE+HEAT
10.-F(ITL-1))v,4HOTH20+HEAT
T(ITL)+CPB(ITL))
(ITL-1) T(ITL- )+CPB ( I T L - 1 ) )
CH(ITL)= HEATA-(CPA(ITL )T(ITL)-CPB(ITL))*T ( IT
1L)
IF( IFAZE( ITL ).*JE.9) T(ITL)=T
ITL=ITL-1
IF(IFAZE(ITL-1).EQ.4) GO TO 391
ITL=N
GO TO 342
AFTER WE HAVE VISITED THE PHASE CH
WHATEVER ACTION IS APPROPRIATF. IF
BACK TO 3 TO ITERATE AGAIN AT THE
T(ITL)
ANGER, WE COME BACK
NO PHASE CHANGE IS
NEXT RADIUS POINT.
HERE TO TAKE
REQUIRED, WE GO
--
___~__ __I _~_ _I --
0 0
!FM ( ITL)=5
T3=223.69o-1O.934*P( ITL)-O.489*P( ITL )*P( ITI)
T7=332.226fP(lITL )-914.6
L3=T (IFL ).LT.T3
L7=T (ITL) .LToT7
IF(L7.AND.oL3.AND.L8.AND.(.NOT.L12))GO TO 6
IFAZ(CITL [=3
T2=23O.12+13,6117'fP(ITL)-1.7835*P(ITL)4:PCITL)
L2=T( I L.LT. T2
IF( L2.AND. C.NO)T.L7).AND. (.NOT.L11).AND. (.NOT.L6) )GO TP 6
IFAZ(ITL)=7
T5=139,49+ll.bOl5:P( ITL)-O,08931*P( ITI)NIP(ITL)
15=T( I TLO oLToT5$
lFU.9NOTe115.oND.19eAND.15)GO TO 6
IFAZ (ITLl)=9
IF(IFAZE(ITL)*EQ.9,AN~oL) GO TO 4
C
C THIS is OUR PHASE CHANGER ROUTINE*
C
6 IF( IFAZEC ITL)-lFAI(ITL-) 60,32,60
60 JF(IFAZE(ITL).EQ.9.ANU.L) GO TO 4
XC=O.232444E7k(1-F (ITI))
IFA=[FAZ( ITL)
IF=IFAZ[( ITL)
GO TO (61,62,63,6-',65,66967,68,69PIFA
61 GO TG (64,612,613,64,64,64,64,b4,619),JF
612 HLATN(ITL)=XC*(18')
T( ITL)=TlQ
GO TO 59
613 HLArN( IrTL)=XC* (9739 89-4o252*T6)
T( ITL)=T6
GO TO 59
619 HiLATN(ITL)=XC*(37812.5-19,08*Tl)
T(ITL)=TI
GO TO 59
62 XC=-XC
GO TO (612,64,632,64,652,662,64,64,629)hIF
629 11=5
IF (P(ITL)*IT.3e5 11=!3
IF'(ROMlJD-RO( ITLI )481,481,'.83
481 XNA=ROMUO*XMAS(ITL)/RU(ITL)
XM= XMAS( I TL)-XMA
XMAS (ITL )=XMA
XMAS (ITL-1 )XMAS( ITL-1 )+XM
I FAZE( I TL )=4
IFAZ( ITL)=4
F( ITL)=1.O
DH( ITL)=O.O
ROt ITL)=ROMUO
RO]W=RO( ITL-i)
XK A( ITL)=BMUD
XKB( ITL)=CMU)
CPA( ITL)=r)MUL)
CP B( ITL )=EMU)
F2=XM/(XMAS( ITL-1[4IROTIO)
XKA(ITL-1)=U(t'UD*F?/ROMUD+XKA(ITL-i)*(1.O--2)/ROW)*RO(ITL-1)
CPA(. ITL-1P=DM(JD=Fi+CPA( ITL-1)*( 1.O-FdZ')
CPB(ITL-1)=EMUO*F?4+CP(B(ITL-1)*(l.O-F2)
ITL=ITL-1
IF (RUMUD-RWt IT L) 8'~1P,481 v482
483 F(ITL)=(FCITL)w(XIMASITL)-XMOVE)*ROTIO+XMOVEH/(XMAS(ITL)*ROTIO)
F2=XV~OVE/ (XMAS (ITL )*RnT [0)
XKA(ITL )=(bMUD*q2/ROMUD+XKA(ITL )*(1*O-F2)/ROW)4'RO(ITL)
XKB(ITL )=(CMUD*r2/ROMUD+XKB(LTL )*(1.o0F2)/OW) RO(ITL)
CPA(ITL)=DMUDtF2+CPA(ITL)*(1.O-F2)
CPIR(ITL)=EMUD*F2+CPB(ITL)*(1.O-FZ")
482 XMOVE=0.O
ITL=N
GO TO 341
cH
C THIS MOVES WATER UP THROUGH SLUSH, AND MUD DOWN THROUGH SLUSH.
390 N=ITL
391 VOLWAT=XMAS([TL)*PCT(ITL)*(1.Q-F(ITL))
X MU D= RQMU0*VOL WAT
XM=XMAS( ITL)
IFAZ (ITL
GO TO (6
63 GO TO (6
631 fILATN(IT
T(ITL)=T
GO TO 59
632 HLATN(IT
T( ITL)=T
GO 0T 59
635 HLATN(IT
T(ITL)=T
GO TO 59
639 HLATN(IT
T(I TL)=T
GO TO 59
)= II
4,64;6 3 9,64,65 9 ),II
31,632,64,64,635,64,6,
L)=XC4*(4.252*T6-973.89)
6
64., 639) t IF
L)=XC*(8.077*Tl1-1705.96)
11
L)=XC*(0.137*T7-18.09)
7
L)=XC*(
2
8477.01-37.4*T2)
64 TIME=TIME+10000.0
12=0
GO TO 32
65 GO TO (64,652,653,64,64,656,64, 64,659), F
652 HLATN(ITL)=XC*1.1525*T12
T(ITL)=T12
GO TO 59
653 HLATN( ITL)=XC'*(18.09-0.137*T7 )
T(ITL)=T7
GO TO 59
656 IHLATN(ITL)=XC*4.0
T(ITL)=TO
GO TO 59
659 IILATN(ITL)=XC*(969.,8-8.1585*T3)
T(ITL)=T3
GO TO 59
66 GO TO (64,662,6464,665,64,667,668,669),IF
662 HLATN(ITL)=XC*(1.14758*TI3)
T(ITL)=T13
GO TO 59
665 HLATN(ITL)=XC*(-4.0)
T(ITL)=T8
GO TO 59
0F(ITL)=F2*(XMAS(ITL)+XMOUT)/XMAS(ITL)
XMOVE=XMOVE+XMOUT
BSTU=(BICE*(1.0-PHCNT)./ROICE(IFAZc(ITL))+
CSTU=(CICFE(1.3-PHICNT)/ROICE(IFA'Z[(ITL))+
XKA(ITL)=(8MUD%:F(ITL)/ROMUOD+BSTU=(1-F(ITL
XKB(ITL)=(CMUD:F(ITL)/ROVUD+CSTU4(1-F(ITL
CPA(ITL)=0MUD*F(ITL)+DICE (1-F( ITL)-PHCNT
CPB(ITL)=EMUDuF(ITL)+EICE*(1-F(ITL)-PHCNT
GO TO 32
47 PCT(ITL)=1.C
XMOUT=F(ITL)"XMAS(ITL)*ROTIO
XMAS(ITL)=XMAS(ITL)-XMOUT
XMOVE=XMOVE+XMOUT
UHEAT=UHEAT+G( ITL )*XMOUTDR2
STEAT=STEAT+XMOUTG( ITL)*DR2
RO(ITL)=ROICE(9)
F(ITL)=0.O
XKA(ITL)=BH20
XKB(ITL)=CH20
CPA( ITL)=0H20
CPB( ITL)=EH20
GO TC 4
48 XMOUT=F(ITL)*XMAS(ITL)*ROTIO
XMOVE=XMOVE+X M OUT
RO(ITL)=ROICE(9)
F(ITL)=O.O
UHEAT=UHEAT+G( ITL)*XMOUT4DR2
XMAS(ITL )XMAS (ITL)-XOUT
GO TO 32
THIS TAKES ALL
AT THE BOTTOME
THE MUD ThAT HAS FALLEN OUT 0
OF THE SLUSH REGION.
B120 PHCNT )*XRO
CHPOPHCNT )XRO
))/XRO) fRO(ITL)
))/XRO) *RO(ITL)
)+DH20*PHCNT
)+EH20*PHCNT
F THE SLUSH AND PILES
484 XMAS(ITL)=XMAS(ITL)+XMOVE
ROW=RO(ITL)
RO(ITL)=XMAS(ITL)',RO(ITL)/(XMAS(ITL)-XMOVE)
N=ITL
II UP
0 10
667 HLATN(.ITL)=XC*(0.29*T9-102.88)
T(ITL)=T9
GO TO 59
668 HLATN(ITL)=XC*286.0
T(ITL)=T14
GO TO 59
669 HLATN(ITL)=XC*(-404.88-3.1434T4)
T(ITL)=T4
GO TO 59
67 GO TO (64,64,64,64,64,676,64,678,679),IF
676 HILATN(ITL)=XC*(102.88-0.29*T9)
T(ITL)=T9
GO TO 59
678 HLATN( ITL)=XC264.O0
T(ITL)=T15
GO TO 59
679 HLATN(ITL)=XC*(-404.88-3.1434Tr5)
T(ITL)=T5
GO TO 59
68 XC=-XC
GO TO (-64,64,64,64,64,668,,678,64,64)1F
69 XC=-XC
GO TO (619,692,639,64,659,669,
692 11=5
IF (P(ITL).LT.3.5) II=3
IFAI(ITL) = II
GO TO (64,64,632,64,652),II
59 IF (HEATUP.NE.O.O) GO TO 383
IF(DT*OT. GT.(T(ITL -TT(ITL ))*(
IF (II 351,35,351
35 T(ITL)=TT(ITL)
351 DH(ITL)=DH(ITL)+DT-vCP
352 PHCNT=DH(ITL)/(HLATN(ITL)+1.0)
IF(PHCNT.GT.1.0) GO TO 37
IF (PHCNT.LT.O.O) GO TO 38
679,64,64), IF
GO TO 351
WE COME HERE IF Wf NEED HEAl TO CHANGE PHASE.
36 XRO=ROICE(IFAZE(ITL))IROICF(IFAZ(ITL))
T(ITL)-TT(ITL 
/(PHCNT wROICE(IFAZE(ITL))+
4 IF(IFAZE(ITL-1)-9)41,42,41
41 ITOP=ITL
TCON=TT( ITL)
42 X=1.3 E5*(P(ITL)-P(ITOP))/(CPvRO(ITL))
TVECT=TCONtEXP(X)
UHOT=UHOT+DT*CP*Xt'AS(ITL)
T2=230,12+13.6717 P(ITL)-1.7835P(ITL)*P(ITL)
T3=223.69+10934*P(ITL)-0. 489P( ITL )P(ITL)
T4=220.66+9.2065*P(ITL)-O.14124*P(ITL) P(ITL)
T5=139,49+11,.015*P(ITL)-0.0893.1*P(ITL)*P(ITL)
T(ITL)=TVECT
IF(T2.GT.T(ITL)) T(ITL)=T2
IF(T3,GT.T(ITL)) T(ITL)=T3
IF(T4.GT.T(ITL) ) T(ITL)=T4
IF(T5.GT.T(ITL)) T(ITL)=T5
T(ITL)=T(ITL)+0.0C01
IFAZ(ITL)=IFAZE(ITL)
PCT( ITL)=1.0
IF(F(ITL).NE.O.0.AND.IFAZE(ITL+1).EQ.9) GO TO
GO TO 32
43 XKA(ITL).=(BICEPHCNT+BH20 (1.O-PHCNT)/ROICE(IF
XKB(ITL)=(CIC'E*PHCNT+CH2C*(1.O-PHCNT)/ROICE(IF
CPA( ITL)=DICE',PHCNT+DH20, (1.O-PHCNTI
CPB(ITL)=EICE:PHCrT+EH20* (1.0-PHCNT
PCT( ITL) =1.O-PHCNT
GO TO 32
THIS FIGURES OUT HOW MUCH MUD WILL FALL
THIS WILL GENERATE, AND WHAT THE NEW PROP
WILL BE. VERY CLEVER PIECE OF PROGRAMMIN
OUT OF TH
ERTIES OF
G, ISN'T
48
AZ(ITL)))*RiJ(ITL)
AZ(ITLI))*R( ITL)
E SLUSHt HOW MUCH HEAT
THIS REGION, SANS MUD,
IT?
46 F2=F(ITL)*(1.O-PHCNT)/(1.O-PCT(ITL))
IF(F2.GT.F(ITL))F-=F(ITL) .
PCT( ITL)=PHCNT
XMOUT=(F(ITL)-F2)d XMAS(ITL)*ROTIO
OH(ITL)=DH(ITL)+XMOVE G( ITL)*(R(ITL-1 -R(ITL))/XMAS(ITL)
STEAT=STEAT+XMOVE- G( ITL)*DR2
XMAS(ITL)=XMAS(ITL)-XMOUT
RO(ITL)=RO(ITL)*XMAS(ITL)/(XMAS(ITL)+XMOUT)
01(I.O-PHiCNT)*ROICE(IFA.(ITL)))
RO( IT'L)=XRO*RIMUD/(F( ITL) XRO+( 1-F( ITi) )*ROMUDI
IF(IFAZE(ITL),EQ.9.o AND, IFAZ(ITL),NF.9) GO TO 43
IF (9-IFAZ( I TL ) )3' ,46,32
C
C WE COME HERE IF WE HAVE ENOUGH HEAT TO HAVE FINISHED CHANGING PHASE,
C
37 IFAZE(ITL)=IFAZ(ITL)
XRO=ROICE(IFAZE( IL))
RO(ITL)=XRO*RUMUD/(F(ITL)*XRO+(1-F(ITL))*ROMUD)
T(ITL)=T(ITL)+(DH(ITL)-HLATN(ITL))/CP
DH(ITL)=O.O
IF(9-IFAZ(ITL))32,47,72
C
C WE COME HERE IF WE ONCE STARTED TO CHANGE PHASE, RUT HAVE SINCE
C .CHANGED OUR MINDS INSTEAD...FOR EKAMPLE, IF TIIS POINT WERE ONCE
C HEATING UP AND CHANGING PHASE, BUT NOW THE CONDITIONS IN THE PLANET
C HAVE CHANGED SO THAT THIS POINT NOW WANTS TO COOL DOWN'
C
38 IF(HLATN(ITL))382,381,381
381 IFAZ(ITL)=IFAZE(ITL)
PCT(ITL)=O.O
XRO=RDICE(IFAZE( ITL))
RO(ITL)=XRO*ROMUD/(F(ITL)*XRO+(1-F(ITL))*ROMUD)
T(ITL)=T(ITL)+DH(ITL)/CP
DH(ITL)=OO
GO TO 32
382 IFAZE(ITL)=IFAZ(ITL)
RO(ITL)=ROICE(IFALE(ITL))*~ROMUD/(F(ITL)IROICE(IFAZE(ITL))+(1,0-F(I
ITL))*ROMUD)
TEMPUP=T( ITL)
HEATUP=-IILATN( ITL)
T( I TL) =TEMPUP+HEATUP/CP
GO TO 5
383 DH(ITL)=HEATUP-(T(ITL)-TEMPUP)*CP+DH(ITL) 00
HEATUP=O.O
GO TO 352
C
C THIS IS THE PART THAT CONVECTS THE LIQUID WATER
0 0 0
0 00 S 0
32 IF((
341 IF ((
1 GO
342 IF(I
33 CONT
PRIN
1F(IT
1001 FORM
331 ITL=
IF(I
99 CONT
RETU
END
IFAZ(ITL+1).NF.9).AND.(IFAZ(ITL).EQ.
IFAZE(ITL-1),.EQ.4 .)AND, (IFAZ(ITL).EO
TO 390
2) 33,33,331
INUE
T 1001,TIMER(ITL)iT(ITL),P(ITL) ,T,
L)U RO(ITL),XMAS(ITL),G(ITL)tPCT(ITL)
AT(F7.0,-SPF7,0,OPF8.2,F7.2,2E10.3,I
ITL+1
1-ITL)2,2,3
INUE
RN
DI MENS IN RrICF(9),R(27)
(7) ,T(?7),TT(27),CPA(27
IZ (2 ), IFAlZ(27), LAT;4(27
,X PAS(27)
),CP(27)
),PCT(27)
9))GO TO 484
.9) AND. ( PCT(TL) GT.O.1)
DTDR,IFAZE( ITL), IFAZ( ITL
,TT(ITL)
2,13,2PFb.,0,OPF7.2,4Gl2.4)
,X.t'ALO( ? 7) ,G(27) ,0t 7) (2' ) ,VJL( 2i)  ,
,XKA(27),XKB(27),F(27) ,((2 ), IF,'
THESE ARE JUST INITIAL CCNDITIrNS
11=27
I3=10)
FN13=0, 
FMUID=0 .36
rTr1,TAL=70.OE(q
ROPU=2 .5
TSUR =lCi,). r
14=11-1
TIME=0,O
L ~ E=4 5t~ 1
OTITV=1.0
I)HT I V=DTIM*0. 5
PPMK=815.0
PPF'U = .012
PPMTIP= 04
0 0 0
f MMOH At)
RO ICE (.1)=..92
rkrICE(2) =1, 17
ROICE(31=1.14
RO ICE (4) =ROMUrD
R) ICE ( 5=123
SICC ( 6 )=1.31
ROICE(7)=1.5
RO ICEf (Ul) = .5
PU ICE ( i)= .3
rT (1 ) =TSIJR
!i ICE=-1* 3298E1 8
C ICE=2.43rE21
DICE= 7. ')E4
I CF =0.169 E7
SI?02 =O, IsE1 9
CHIPU=O. )
CD IJ2 = * 1936F
L UD= 0. 753 7
12= 13
TH I PC= 1.0/ 3.0
IFAZE(1)=1
( 1)=0.C
1/L (1)=0.0
XMA S ( )= C.O
X!qLC(1 )=00O
<MFV L= 0.O
F LUX= .
5Tr AT=C0, 0
UHIJT=0 , o
SSA?,=r).o
XNH3= FNH3/ (1 .0-F IUP-F HI3)
L P E = ( 1.0-3.0*F1-H3/ ( 1.0-FIMU0 ))/( (NH3-TH IRD)
TFM=273.3-9)00.,);:F NH3FNH3
0 0 S
TI'1T= 173. )
FR0THC=1.o0-R0ICF c9)/fR0VUD
k (1) = TfTAL
IR2=RTCTAL/( 11-2)
Wr) I I TL=? I I
1 IFAZEFJITL)=lI
PR [PIT lCc00
LCQO FORM~AT(' TIME RADIUS TEMP PRESSU2:
1D R C HAS S LiTTLE G P F-RC f'- N
C HERF WE CALCULAT -
DO) 15 ITL='IIl
1(I TLI) =TSUR
F( IIL ) =FmIjn
L)H( ITL)=D*0
IILATIN(I1TL) =0.0
PCTC ITL)=0o.O
Rf-)( I TL)=R0I C;: (IF
IFAZ(ITL)=IFA?lk(
(KAC TL)=(KNU>EF
I TL )
<I(P( [TL)=CMU"f-,'F
1 TL )
CPo C ITL)=0MtJI'F(
CPP, ( ITL )
15 CONT I rIUF
00 16 IT
OT'1,97Y, 'T/OR
M F.LT E- V OLD r
Pl[AS
TFF IN~ITIAL CONDITIONS AT UACH POINT WITHIN THE Pi.P.NT
I TL)
CI TL )/RO?'1,r"+i'1CF~y (1-F(CIIL) )/RIITCE I FA/iz(IlL))) R~
=EMUiDi.F(ITL)+EICtIP(l-F(ITL))
L=?, I-
XMASCIIL)=ROCITL)*VGL(ITL)
16 CO'NTINUE
G(1)=6.67E-8*(X!liBLOC1)/(RTOTAL',-RFOrAL6) )
15=14-1
0) 17* ITL=2, 1'3
XMBL0(ITL)=Xii'LO(TL-1)
;(!TL )=6.67E- : ( Xf LO(I
P(ITL)=P(ITL-1)+RC(TTL)
17 CONTINUE
XMLC( 14)=0.0
G(I14)=0.O
p (14)=P(15)
HER!E WF START THE
- MA S(ITL')
TL)/( R( I TL )"R (IT )))
",G(ITL )-lP,27 1o * E-9
TIME ITERATION
2 TIME=TIE+DTI '
I=AG-- TI HE
IF(I)99,21,21
21 IF(12)22,2? ,23
22 12=13
PRINJT 1l03,FLU(<,UiFT,STEAT
1303 f-OlMAT( ',FLUX fF HEAT:0,E12,491,
1HEAT OF CORE F(JRVATIGN:',E12,4)
P'RI.1JT l00
23 12=12-1
R(I11-1)=OO
SS AIY=SSAM
SS A = 1 ,
UJJAT=UJUT
UJfnT =C,0
tJIInAT=UHOT
t1 lfT= 9.0
00 221 I=1,15
ITL= 11-I
VOL(ITL)=XMAS(ITL)/RC(ITL)
220 P,(ITL-1)=(VOL([TL)/4.188t+R(ITL)
221 CONTINUE
D0 222 I=?,15
XMBLC(I)=XMBLn(I-1)-XMAS( )
G(I)=6,67E- X)( MRLO)(R(I)/(R R(1)
222 P(I)=P(I-1)+RO(I)"G(I)*(P(I-1)-R(
HErT Tn :,AINTAlIN
R( ITL )*P (ITL)) ,*THIRD
fi)
I)) 1.O0 -)
_1_1_ _ _ _11 _ _-~ 11 11111111111
WATER:'9, 12. 4,',
0 0
P( r4)=P( I5)
T(11)=T(Il-1)
D0 24 ITL=2,1
?4 TT(IJL)=T(ITL)
IF( 12)25,?5,26
25 PRINT 100?,TI'4,R(l ),TSUR
1Q02 F-IRMAT ( 'O"FANwIIIL , BACK AT
1 SURFACE')
26 ITL=2
LUR211=( R ( I )-R ( 5
DR I I =0RH
XK=XKA (1)+XK(I 1)/TSIUR
YKN=XK ( ? )+XKl (2) /TT (2)
(J= IHT Ifi-T IMt
TH PAST---'// F7.G ,-5PF9.0 OPF'9. 2,6X,
AK=PPM'K It,) 011434E XP ( Q 0,COr.S'21_ )
AU2 35=PPMtU*1 .396 ' EXP( C,0. COO927)
A U23 =PPMU, 3 J4 F X P (Q*'n 54)
"TII=PP.TH K 10.527:XP r'LO.00 05)
A=(AK+AtJ2"5+ AU233 +ATHI )* r6
C
C HERE WE GO THROIUGH THE RADIUS IT.RATIONS
C
3 XKP=XK
XK=XKN
XKN=XKA( ITL
CP=CPA(ITL)
(,=A*R 0( I TL)
PR =R ( ITL)-
IR?=R(ITL-1
OR .II=0P211
IDR?H=CR II
I)R 1. H-I = tIR 1 0.
0T=( (XKPR(
1L) R( I TL)' (
21R 2H ) .~[)R ? )4
IF ( FLJUX,GE.
IF(IFAZE(IT
IF(IFAZE(IT
41) +XKP
*TT(ITL
*:F(ITL)
R( ITL+)
)- ( ITL
5
(ITL+1)/TT(ITL1)
)+CP 3(ITL)
ITL-1) R(ITL-1) (TT ( ITL-I)-TT( ITL ) ) / ( DR3H+R2 )-XK ( IT
T (ITL)-TT(ITL+1))/( DR2H+DR.H))/(( (( IIL)+DR2H)'( R(ITL)+
C);DTI'/(CP*RC(ITL))
0.0) G(C TO 302
L ).F .9.AND. IFAZ (I TL- ) .NE.9)DT=DI +FLUX/(CP'X::-AS( ITL ) )
L) , EQ,9, AN I FAZ ( I TL- ) E0. .LND DT*LT, 0 ) IFAZ(I TL)
)*N[.9*4JD*IFALE( ITL+11*UO94) )T =DrFLUX/ (CP-4 ;i-S(ITL))
303 CON'~TINUF
T( ITL)=TT(ITI)+DT
fI TL)=T( lTL-l)
FLUIX=-1?.566304*XK-,*R(IfL)*R( ITL)*DT!r
301 C N TINO E
!TDR T (ITL)-T(lTL-1))/(I)R?H+DR3H)
I F(TFAZE(ITL .EQ li)- Gr, TO 32
'(2=-2.61E-2*(P(ITLJ-O.001)
TMl=TV1'4 FXP(X2)
GO TC ( 31 9 5 9,932,)1, q9,6 t ),p4)vIF
9 T IM[T I M'tZ+0Ue').0
'A? =0
"'( TC 3?
4 lF(IFA7E(ITL-l)-9)41,42,-41
41. lTr)P=ITL
TCP)N=1T( ITL)
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interior force phase changes. An these phase changes would
result in a change in enthalpy in the ice, which could be
reflected in the temperatures of the regions involved.
In particular, as ice I was compressed to form ice II,
41.8 x 107 ergs/gram would be released. If all this heat
were used to raise the temperature of the ice II region, it
would increase from the starting temperature, say 1000 K, to
1410 K. The transition from ice II to ice VI takes 26.67 x 107
ergs/g, so this temperature would be lowered to 116 0K in the
ice VI region. The ice VI to ice VIII change releases 66.5
x 107 ergs/g, giving a temperature of 1710 K. Note that here
we are assuming pureice is being compressed. For an ice and
silicate mixture such as the homogeneous accretion model
predicts would have only a fraction of its total mass as ice,
and so its temperature change would be proportionately
smaller (plus a small correction for the different heat
capacity of the ice and silicate mixture as compared to the
pure ice). So these temperatures are the maximum we would
expect, and apply only to the inhomogeneous case where pure
ice actually is accreted.
We ran a version of ONIONKIN with these temperatures
assumed, for the case of a Titan-sized object. The effect of
compression should be most pronounced in this model, since
it is the largest considered and thus has the largest amounts
of high pressure ice. We found that the results did not differ
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significantly from the case where compression was ignored.
The first melting did not occur until after 700 my, and the
water region was never more than 50 km greater than that
predicted by the uniform temperature model for any given time.
Since in this, the most extreme case of compressional heating,
the effects were not pronounced, we assumed we could ignore
this added complication in our models.
It is worth pointing out that, with or without this
assumption about compressional heating, the initial starting
temperature profile we use is bound to be very arbitrary.
The conditions in the nebula around any of the major planets
while the satellites were being formed are likely to have
been quite complicated, and changing with time. The amount
of heat gained by these satellites due to energy of accretion
is another question we have deliberately ignored. The
purpose of these thermal models is to demonstrate what the
effect of internal heat sources alone will have on the
evolution of icy satellites; any further evolution which
may be discovered as these satellites are explored can then
be attributed to other causes. Therefore, to treat this
additional complication of compressional heating, while
ignoring other, possibly more important early heat sources,
could be misleading.
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B.2 Titan as an ammonia-rich planet. It is obvious from
study of our models for a water ice - silicate composition
Titan-sized object that a thin, easily destroyed crust is not
formed. However, the addition of other ices, such as
ammonia hydrate or methane clathrate hydrate, will serve to
lower the melting point of the ice and almost certainly produce
a thinner crust. Since a thin crust is needed if we expect
the observed methane atmosphere to have been outgassed (as
would be necessary for a Model 1 chemistry), one can easily
come to the obvious insight that, say, the presence of
methane is necessary for methane to be outgassed.
A more constructive approach to forming a thin crust
is to analyze quantitatively how thin a crust a substance like
methane or ammonia in the ice can cause. Since the ammonia
hydrate - water ice system is better understood and the
ammonia modelling system has already been developed to deal
with the smaller ammonia-rich satellites, we decided to model
Titan assuming it was nothing more than a 3000 km sized
ammonia-rich object, completely ignoring the effects of
high pressure on the ice.
The result is that melting occurs very early in the
history of the planet (roughly 150 my) and substantial
differentiation takes place by 500 my, with the crust
reaching a thickness of 100 km soon thereafter. From then
to the present, not much more happens. The core slowly grows
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as more of the ice melts into the eutectic region, but no
area ever becomes completely melted as the think crust
cannot insulate the slushy region from the surface.
B.3 A Model 2 Hypothesis for Titan. Chemical Model 2
postulates that the products of equilibrium condensation may
accrete themselves discretely into single component planets.
Since the densities of those satellites whose densities we
can measure are generally higher than predicted for single-
component icy bodies, this model does not seem to hold much
promise. However, we did consider how the high-pressure
phases of ice might raise the density of an exceptionally
large icy satellite, Titan, for which the latest observations
give a quite low density.
By applying program ICEPULSE (see Appendix A) to a pure
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one-component H20 body of mass 1400 x 10 g, we discovered
that the total radius would be just under 3000 km (2989), with
the ice I-II transition occurring at 2915 km, the ice II-VI
transition at 1885 km, and the ice VI-VIII transition at 1593
km. The central pressure of such a body would be 21 kilobars,
and its density just over 1.2 g/cm 3 , slightly less than the
observed density.
Naturally such a body would not evolve with time, since
there are no heat sources within it. However, it is likely
that if the single component were methane clathrate hydrate,
it would still of necessity develop a methane atmosphere.
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Recall that methane forms a clathrate with water by having
methane molecules occupy spaces in the cage-like ice I lattice.
However, the high pressure forms of ice are possible precisely
because the ice reforms its crystal structure to occupy space
as efficiently as possible, destroying such spaces. Therefore,
the clathrate might accrete into a Titan-like planet, only to
be destroyed as more matter accretes on top of it. The
increasing pressure would tend to "squeeze out" the methane,
which would then have no choice but to migrate to the surface.
Thus it is possible for a Titan-like object with no
heat sources at all to still form an atmosphere. This sort
of procedure would only be hastened by the presence of
silicates, which would tend to build up central pressures
and temperatures all the faster; and thus the atmosphere of
Titan is more likely due to pressure effects than thermal
effects, regardless of its original composition.
B.4 Silicate dehydration. Perhaps the most ignored
component of the icy satellites in the preceeding analysis has
been the silicate phase. This is simply because the exact
nature of the silicates present is not known. To say that
they are "chondritic" is hardly to pin them down; while it
seems reasonable to assume that they would be made of
the same material as meteorites, one cannot prove what sort
of meteorites would make a most reasonable guess.
The silicates predicted by the equilibrium model are a
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mixture of feldspars and hydrous minerals, most notably
serpentine. Serpentine is found in large quantities in
carbonaceous chondrites, as are various hydrated sulfate salts
which are not predicted by any model. These salts (gypsum,
epsomite, etc.) will use up a considerable amount of the
water predicted by cosmic abundances and have fairly low
densities (1.75 for epsomite). One can even demonstrate that
a body made of epsomite and the remaining cosmic abundance
of water and other silicates will have a density of about 2.0,
the same as that observed for Ganymede. However, epsomite is
not stable at temperatures much above 350 0 K, and we have
ignored its presence in the icy satellites. (It may
conceivably be important for the very small ones, however.)
The most important of the hydrous silicates must certainly
be serpentine, since its formation is not limited by the
abundances of any element less common than silicon (as opposed
to, say, tremolite which has necessary calcium).
The dehydration of hydrous minerals has been studied at
low pressures, and thermodynamic principles can be used to
extrapolate the results to high pressures. The temperature
for dehydration of serpentine atl kilobar is roughly 8000 K;
by 10 kilobars, it will be in the region of 1000 0K. Therefore,
in the larger satellites where core temperatures may exceed
10000 K, dehydration may be important. On the other hand,
the high pressures of such regions will serve to delay
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Figure B caption: Pressure-temperature space for ice and
silicates. The ice phase diagram is after Fletcher (1970).
The serpentine dehydration line and the peridotite solidus
(with excess water) are extrapolated from Wyllie (1971, p. 121).
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dehydration. The curve shown in Figure B thus must be
considered plausible, but very speculative.
The presence of water will also serve to lower the melting
points of many silicates. This may turn out to be the more
important change in the silicates in the larger satellites'
interiors.
B.5. Even where water is not being dehydrated, it is
still intimately associated with the silicates - especially
in those cases where it must "percolate" up through an
overlaying mantle of silicates - and there will certainly
result some non-trivial low temperature solution chemistry.
Even on the Earth, the exact nature and extent of chemical
reaction with the Earth's oceans and land masses is not well
understood; icy satellites with both an excess of water and
larger amounts of soluble minerals (assuming the silicates
resemble carbonaceous chondritic material) should provide
interesting challenges and opportunities for chemical
oceanographers. Most recently, Fanale et al. have studied
the dissolution of salts in carbonaceous chondrites, in
connection with the surface of Io; such work should be
extended to consider its effects on the interiors of the other
Galilean satellites. Additional complications, and
opportunities, arise with the addition of ammonia and methane
ices to the mix. Substitution of ammonia in feldspars for
potassium is likely, and may result in the transport of 40K
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radiogenic heat sources within the convecting mantle. Given
the temperatures of the interiors, and especially of the
silicate layers through which liquid will be percolating,
the possibility exists of simple organic chemistry taking place,
involving either methane from the ice or carbon in the
silicate phase. However, we stop short of postulating life
forms in these mantles; we leave such to others more
experienced than ourselves in such speculations.
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